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LNTRODUCTION

CSE's Test Use Project has been gathering information bearing on

a range of testing issues for students, teachers, administrators,

researchers, and policy makers. -It is cleat- that our sc do a

great deal of student achievement testing; and some limited information

has already been collected on-certain practices affecting our students

in some areas of the country. Until the CSE study, however, we have

lacked information that is-nationally representative and illustrative of

the entire range of tests being administered, and yet,which is suffiCiently
. -

focused to'be of use in test-based-policy matters.

CSE has been concerned, lirst/, that we have been lacking'

descriptive data reflecting the entire testing picture - -the range of

tests being administered, their associated users-and consumers-, and the

range of students' affected by particular kinds of tests. Second, we

have also lacked the more-inferential utilization data--the primary

and secondary users of test information, the intended and actual uses

of test information, variations in use across users and organizational

settings, the kinds of decisions made on the bastp of-test information,

. the kinds of students thereby aMcted, and the attendant costs of the

testing enterprise.

Since the inception of the Test Use Project in December. 1979, we
,1

have been examining these kindi bi-fri'sues in a ,brold framework which

,
S'

defines testing to include formal tests, both norm- and criprion-

referenced; curriculum-embedded measures; district-, school, and teacher- ,

developed tests; as well as the more informal measures such as teacher
. -

quizzes, observations, and other interactions with students. In short,

ti
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our study has not, aimed at any single kind of test, user, or student:.

But the studpis also sharply focused in this broad framework, and

_examines some of the more troublesome aspects of testing: student achieve-
,

ment testing in language arts and mathematics; at selected grade levels

where testing may critically affect large numbers.of students and their

teachers--fourth and sixth grabs in elementary schools andstenth grade

in high schools;.w4th'emphasis on first- and second-orders of test use

(Baker, 19781. Finally, information on these matters has been primarily

reported to us by teache'rs and-principals--those who are closely involved

In first- and second-order uses of tests. .

/.

The Ust Ube Project has ibeen proceeding in two overlapping
,

phases. Phase I,Ulking place between December 1979 and November 1981,

has culminated in the collection and analyses of survey data from a

national sample of teachies and principals representing the targeted

grades /schools., During Pfiase,II of the study, which began in

February 1981 a4will conclude in November 1982, the project will' be

conducting on-site studies in a small 'number of schools. The primary

intention of this phase of the study is to identify the'direct and

Indirect costs of testing, with the secondary intention of pursuing

salient findings of the Phase r work and expanding. the contextual

base critical to interpretation of its survey data.

In our work thus far'we have developed and refined the cOnceptuial

scheme informing our work; reviewed and reported on the relevant

literature; conducted preliminary fieldwork in schools to pilot-test

questions about testing with teachers and-principals; drawn a nationally

representative sample of teachers and principals from the target grade

levels; pilot-tested and sent out questionnaires to the sample;

1 4



analyzed the.data iiidTting from that sample; and plannel the conceptual

frameworkfor our Phase II activities.

When all analyses of the PWase I survey data have been completed,

we plan to begin dessemination of results to teachers, principals, and

other administrators, planners and policy makers, researchers, and

testing specialists. Dissemination will continue through the Phase II

cost 'study which, when completed, will relate testing practices to a

range of monetary, opportunity, and psychological costs. Our findings

should have a bearing not only on testing practices and test-based

decisions about individuals and groups of students, but also on test

related policy making and school practices including test selection,

A. . dAelopment, and use, as well as teacher inservice in these areas:.

Since this report discusses one of the Test Use Projects two

major phases, we will provide some of the historidal background influencing

that phase of our work and which led up to this doeinnent. We will also

describe some of the findings elvating'fromCSE's 1978 pall-scale

study of testing which in many ways was tjle primary 'inception for the

present study; continue the findings in a discussion of the field-
-

work which preceded the national survey, and present the principal findings

of the national survey.

9
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representative informationabout-the nature of:this vast amount of

testing and how it is or is not being used in schools. CSE's Test Use

1

PROJECT HISTORY

Planning Activities N.

There islittle doubt that testing in our schools:has been

increasing in response to federal and state program assessment.

requirements, accountability concerns, national and re gional assessment

needs, state mandated minimum competency requirements, and the expansion

I

of curriculumembedded/testing programs.

As with other highly visible activities, esting has become the

subject of much controversy, and the legal and yolitical systems have

entered the debate. Testing proponents have argued that tests contrihute-

to educational quality control help in providing - individualized

-instruction to students, and assistin improved educational decisiton

making. Critics,of testing, onttie other hand, have described the

arbitrary nature Of.current testing practice,have'challenged tests for

the4r biased properties, and questioned their appropriateness to

(
Contemporary education and its changingfunctions.

While there is Some empirical information available about testing--

six ,full standardized test batteries, on an average, are taken bya

1

student during his or her school years, atleast 90 percent of the
_ .

.

, ..

LEAs in .thecountry administer standakized tests to their students,
'..

.

.

over 40 states conduct a state assessment program and/or haveadOpted

'minimum competency legislationWe have been lacking nationally
.

Project has been collecting information'to answer these questions over

the past two years.. That is, we have_been attempting to docolnt how

10
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much testing is-going on in schoolse,what kinds of tests are'administered

'and 'with what frequency, which of these tests are used or not used in
o

the decisions affecting schooling, and at whet costs. 4n additiop,-we,

have been examining the coordinate, issue of the contextual factors

which influence the administration of tests and; the use of tests for

instructional decision making.

The framework we devised to investigate these matters-suggested

that in order to understand current testing practices, we needed .to have,

for each type of-test administered, information concerning its intended,

puiposes, itschay4acteristics, the context of,administration, the

actual use of its results, and the costs. This framewOrk enabledus

/not only to describe thenature of testing, but also to explore

relationships among 'the surropnding components listed above. 4

Within the framework desci4bed above, then, We have been,gathering

tnformatibn on testing practices, test uses, and testing costs over the

two phases of the project. In each of these phases9oUr research became

progressively more focused, beginning with wide-ranging inquiry to

provide a comprehensive view of relevant ptienomenamd perspectives,,

followed by the design of specific study questions and instruments to .

answer them, and finally the collebtion and analyses of data collected

on'the questions of interest.

Our planning activities, which were devoted to refining and

focusing the questions of the study and the framework within which they

were pursued, had-several components: we 're-examined our previous

test use data collected'i;i 1978; we conducted a literature search and

review to" examine research on testing'and test use and to, identify
p
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.\4 7 a range of salient policy issues; we consulted researchers, test

specialists, school-level practitioners, and adminiitrators on the

policy
)

issuei and foci appropriate for the study; we conducted

exploratory_fieldwork to assess' the relevance of the guiding framework

1/4;1.: ,-. ,

as a tool to provide us with information.on tests being administerej, the--

°

kinds of *poses they serve, and the1jctors influencing their

a/niqnistration and/or use. Theselactivities helped us to explicate the

full range of tests and other assessment devices being administered and

the kinds of factors that'might influence test use

°Together, the information stemming from each, df our planning stages

suggested that consideration of three basic qUestions was necessary to provide a'

rational structUre for delimiting the emphases of the national survey:
ti

What issuesand questions about educational, testing presently
confront those who make educational testing policy? -

,What information is presently available to inform those
.

,questions and issues? What kinds of informatiorigapt remain? w
Of that information, which will be most usefdh? - -:',0 J

../
% '''

,,

....

s Of that'useful information, which can be obtained at an
'appropriate level of spepificity within the scope of the CSE
project and its available. resources?" -

/4 These questionsconcerned with issues-in educational testing, status of

current information on testing and test use, and definition of our
. v-,.

researchproblem-aptructured our thinkirig about directions for the national'.
..\

servey.
;

For example, the matter of current issues in testing raised,
4 .

, 4 tc
a variety ofNquestiO

410
ns.of potential' relevance to the survey and to ,

2 t . '

, policy makers in asvariety.of test-related areas. The matter of the N

. emergence and proliferaOn of competency/testing is one such question.

With more,than forty states operating minimum competency testing

programs, some of which require the tests for promotion and graduation

. . , - 12
;, *.

,PR''
.
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and others simply for checking students' basic educational progress,
, I '

.seemed to us thatydecision ma ers at all levels need to know if and

how these programs influence students' educational exper4ences and .

life chances, and if they do, to'w 'hat extent and how equitably,. Policy

makers are also concerned with externally requirpi testing for program'.

.

evaluation, with its` eiated concerns of accountability and compliance

.......

and the degree to which it may serve other educational purposes, Another. r
,

matter concerns district continuum testing and its quality and kfective-

ness in improving lOcal instruction. actier constructed tests .r
.

. .., .
. . .

.

1
,

\
.

.
. .

other assessment techniques, comprise another important issue since

teacherg seem to spend significant amounts of their time administering

their own tests and quizzes. .What are the qualities. of these tests

that make them appear attractive and usefzl to teachers? And can these

qualities be incorporated in other tests and.testtng procedDres?

Finally, the area of current issues also reflects matters of equity,

testing costs /benefits, and potential misuse. Are certain kinds of

students possibly being over-tested at the expense of receiving

necessary instruction? Are.itUdents'in general being tested too much?

Are particularpkinds of tests and testing programs worth the'time,

-S.

energy, and.money invested in them? Which have the greatestbenefits-.

and under which condition's? What patterns and/or combinations of

testing provide the'highest payoff in -terms of generating valid and

reliable information. at minimum' costs?

The second of the three questions delimiting the study reflected

the,status ofOU'r current information on testing and.test use. What

information is currently available to inform those concerned with the

kinds of decisions outlined above? Our literature review (see: Volume II,
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. , Test Use RepOrt, November 19801 suggested that very little concrete t.

. 4.
m, information presently exists.. . .

. . . ,

.

'Opinion'and argumentation dominate the published m rial on

:testing. Experts,debate the merits of norm-referenced and criterion-

referenced
. . s*

' r
tests. Proponents and opponents of minimum competency

.) .

.

testing -argue thetr.caseg. The cultural and linguist1c bias of certain

tests are cited,. 'Calls appear for the'developmentand gie of alternative

assessment procedures and for more teacher training in testing. These

And similar dtscussiong have helped folcds'the issues that policy makers
r rti

now face, bdt research to address thoie issues is in short supply.

Few national studies on teting and test use have been conducted,

Those thai have been center on-teachers' attitudes toward and use of,

dB

` norm - referenced, StandardiiM tests EbeI, 1967;, Goslin, 1967;

Kirkland, 1971; Stetz & Beck, 19791. This emphasis recurs in most of

the extant research-on testing iA particular states and, localities.

(P.fp" Angel, 19681 Boyd, gt al, 1975; Hotvedt, 1978; Iffantino, 1975;

Rudmak1,978; SalfnOn-Cox, 1980), but- contemporary concerns in the area

Of edUcational testing go well beyond standardized testing. Informa-

tion

r

01s-

ig reguireCon a wide iikngeotIests and assessment practides.

ork ty.Yeh (1978), which is discussed 'later in this report? and

r
- others suggests that thqse concerns about gathering information on a

wide variety of assessment techniques is'valid. Our test use exploratory

.
,

. fieldwork, also discussed later in this rekort, further pointed up the
.,p

st'
relevance Of these issues..

4

The appropriateness of giving attention to, and raising questtons

about, the full range:of tests and other assessment procedurestis also

indicated in sociological studies of teaching (e:g.,lortie, 1975;',

14
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, Kitsuse & Cfcourel, 1963) and research oil teachers' decision making.

(.f., Borko,'1978, Leiter, .Mehan, 1974; Shavelson, 1977. See1,97.4

.

also-Airaiian, 1979). Yeti's {19 81 mil( in test use provided us with
' .

a starting point for examining this range. The research of others; '

still jn.progress, will also begin to extend understanding. of.the '

current functions of different kinds,of testi ng (e.g., Rudman, Kelly,

Various, Mehrens, Clark; & Porler, 1980; Resnick & Resnick, 1978;
o f

Sproull.& Zulirow; 1979, National Evaluatton Systems, 1478ir. At

present, however, little iskbown about the uses and impacts of teachers'

.
observation- and interaction -based judgments or teacher-made assignments ,

and tests, The sameis true about the functions and influences of

tests rbedded in commercially produced curricula. And the information

on minimum competency testing, testing foristate and federal program

evaluation, or the objective -based
f4` A

sed testing accompanying district-

- .

mandated skills continua is equally limited. Aifae from the extant '.!'-''
.

Y

work on standardized testing, there are only a. few, rather narrowly

focused studies on one or another kind of test (e.g., Carducci-Bolchazy,
. '

1978; Crew & Whitney, 19781.

The above overview of issues and available information leads to

the third of the three delimiting questions of the study. That is,

what should a national survey of testing practices and test use attempt

to accomplish? Clearly, what policy makers and stakeholders in educa-

tional testing now need most urgently is bp0c,broadly based descriptive

t a .

and inferential information. They need to know what is going on in

scflOol's nationwide with respect to assessment of student achievement.

.
More specifigally, they need to know what tests and other"astesSment

15
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practices matter and in what circumstances they metier,in American

. "
public ichools.

.

Matter, as used here, is construed fn two ways- -one quantative,

the other qualitative. In the former sense, a type of test or '

assessment' practice matters to the extent that it occurs widely in

American schools, Thus, our national survey of testing was concerned

with identifying the types of assessment instruments and practiCes.

. .

whiCh are administered generally and frequently. In the second-,

qualitative sense, a;type ofest or assessment practice matters to the

extent that it has impaot. Thus, our survey of testing had also to

identify those typeiof tests and practices that significantly influence

the lives of students and the activities of practitioners in 'schools.,
8

Furthermore, our survey work would have to be attentive to two

kinds of impacts orinfluences. Tests, of course, can impact on the lives

of students .(and their families) when scores from those tests count as;

major factors in decisions made about them; e.g., placerrient and

grading decisions. 'Test scores can also influence students' lives

and teachers' activities when they are used as criteria in eyaluating,

and changing Curriculum, allocating funds, or identi.Olng teachers'

professional needs for inservice training.. But the Test.Use Project's

ploratory field research in three school districts, -as will be seen

later in.this report, has also called attention to the impadts that

tests can have by virtue of their very presence as required.or recommended

activities.

In summary, the initta1 research problem for the CSE national

'sturvey of testing was to documentwhat types of assessment ve.extant

-*
1 U
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4.
in 'American elementary and high schools and to discern where particular

types fall on the following "map":
a

, HAVE

IMPACT ?

Figure 1

An Initial MaR of National Testing

and Test Use

4,-

Does a type of assessment:-

Most

Most

OCCUR WIDELY?

Cell 1

Occurs widely.

Has.great
impact

Cell

4#1cuis widely

Least 'fraS.little
impact'

Least

Cell 2

Does not occur widely
Ha§ great impact

Cell 4

Does not occur widely
Has little impact

This very basic information is currently lacking, as earlier discussion

has.argued.

Discovering how types of tests and other assessment practices array

on the above "map" would indicate (Cells 1 and 3) which types are now

consuming significant amounts of administrators', teachers', and students'

tithe and energy- -and (in rough approximation) public dollars. Research-
.

toward this end was also intended to indicate which types of assessment

instruments nd procedures bear most heavily on students' educational

experiences and life chances and upon the professional activities of

practition rs in schools. Simultgneously, then; such a "map" of tests

would enable those concerned with testing to identify the tests that

matter most nationwide (Cell 1, as "mattering" has been defined here) and

/
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those that matter least (Cell 4)--and it would offer a rough but- useful

initial guide to those types of assessment activities for which'costs

may currently exceed benefits '(,Cell 3). Thus, the survey.would attempt`

to facilitate sorting and prioritizing the range of issues and questions

that confront those concerned with assessment of student achievement

- - in its various forms, while providing a basic descrptive picture of

assessment activities.

The second research problem for the national survey, as noted*

above, was to identify and describe in what circumstapces particular

types of assessment activity matter. The survey would,- therefore, seek

datS so that tht descriptive "map" in Figure 1 could be differgptiated:

('so that patterns gf test use and impact under different contextual

,conditions could be descritea. Types of tests'may occur-with a frequenty

and/or degree-and type of impact that varies from urban schools to rural,

from schools se0ing the economically advantaged to those serving the

economically disadvaftaged, from classrooms'where teathers are more

experienced to those where they are less so. Achieving a differentiated ,-

description,of testing and test use of this kind can replt in.the

identification of the factors that influence the use and impacts of

particular kinds oftitt\and other assessment practices. Consequently,

the description shouldLafford an understanding of conditions that

contribute to optimal_use of particular' cinds of tests and other assess-

ment proedures.

Summary,. Earlier decisions led the Test Use Projec't's national

survey to focus upon:

18
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Achievement testing in language arts/reading and
mathematics at the upper elementary and high school"
grade levels.

Test uses of the first -and second-order (Baker, 1978),
i.e., the uses of testing within schools.

1%. -441 Information on the latter as reported by classroom
teachers and principals.

More specifically, the national survey would gather basic

descriptive infoftation on:

The frequency and distribution of a broad range of
types of achievement testing and other achievement
assessment practices.

The impacts of those types of testing and practices,
\i e.,

- the particular purposes for which test scores
and other assessment results are used and
their importance in serving those purposes,

- 'the influences those types'of testing and. assess-
ment practices have by virtue of their very
presence as required or recommended activities,

The combinations of factors that influence the uses'and
impacts of.particular types of achievement tests,and other
'achievement assessment practices.

Patterns of responses to survey questions on the above issues (as c

seen later in this document) will helpIrovpie basic dilta on the benefits

t
that accrue. for students and practitioners-Jrmmlyp.es of achievement')

rp;^.

tests and assessment practices., Negativelmpacti cited by respondents

will help to formulate, some of the costs of testing. In_Phase II of

the,Test Use Project, when foll'ow7up research occurs, the monetary,

opportunity, andopsychological costs of testing will be the focus of

inquiry.- Theprojeet's exploratory fieldwork confirmed the wisdom of

this earlier decision. Even when using interviews in the field, checking

cost information was extremely difficult.-

19
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At this point in our planning activities, we begah to approach

the question of study design and data collection, and selection ofa

research model most appropriate to our endeavors.

The Research Model Guiding the Test Use Project

One end-result of our'planning activities was.the selection of the.

central questions which would guide the national survey. These questiOns

we stated'as follows:

1. With what frequency and distribution are particular types
of test given in the upper elementary grades and high
school?

2. in what Nays do particular types of tests and testing .

impact upon schoolg ant those within them;
vk

a. through their very preseRce, required or recommended?

b. through utilization of, their results?

What factors influence;

a. where and how much particular types of testing are done?

b. the ways types of tests, testing, and test score use.
impact upon schools and those within thep?

As will be recalled from our 1980 Test Use report to the NIE,

since our survey was intended to be both deseriPtive and analytic, we

were concerned that our research meet ihe'canons of descriptive validity. .

In selecting_a theory of tP(e nature of the phenomenon to'be described,

the researcher immes a reality, consisting of a set of constructs and

f statements Of relationshirand function, on the. phenomenon being

described; This imposition of reality occurs as the researcher attempts

to describe the activities and events that ,are taking place and the

manner in which they are taking place. In fact, when he /she makes

140' decisions about what to select for description and what to omit, the

20
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researcher imposes his/her own structure on what is "really" taking
e

plopce, Wiscritical, then, that_the researcher's constructs and

15

assumed relationships bear a resemblance to those which participants in

the phenomenon being described actually act upon. In brief, this means
c

that the,researcher's description of the phenomenon being studied

should attempt to integrate both the researcher's and the participantd

orientations and conceptualizations. Thus, our survey design proceeded ,

,

from a conceptual standpoint that maintained contact with thelortentations*

and purposes of educators in schools and at the sametime addressed

our own.cen;tral'policy and research concerns.

As discussed in our 1980 report to the NIE, the study's conceptualiza-

'tion involved two interlinking concepts: that of the teacher as

practical reasoner and-decision maker; and thatof testing as an inter-

.

vention.

As practical reasoners and decision makers, teachers orient their

activities -to the practical tasks they must accomplish'in,their every-

day routines and do so in light of the practical contingenoiet and

exigenCies;they face. Teachers,, further, carry'outltheir: activities .

based on their understanding of a "world-known in common and taken for

granted" (Schutz, 1962). Our planning stage activities can' be interpreted

from this perspective. That teachers orient their-efforts to the practical
o

tasks that are central. to their everyday lives and that they do orient

to their practical exigencies was recurrently documented in data

gathered during our planning-activities. Further, teach&s rely on .4

consensually-supported and phenomenologically-based understanding to

carry out their tasks.
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Ir?our 1980 annual report to the NIE, we cited evidence from our

'fieldwork demonstrating that:,

Teachers report their --uses of -test results' as serving most

heavily the functions that are at-the core of teaching-ai-

practiced.

The means of assessment that teachers report using most .

often and in the greatest Variety of ways are those which
facilitate the accomplishment of their practical activities
under the exigencies they face.

4

. Teachers tend:to use least those tests which fit least
well with the practical demands of their everyday world.

For given activities and decisions, teachers most often use
the results of various types of assessment techniques collec-
tively. Scores from one'test orone type of test rarely
serve alone as the basis,for'accomplishinga task.

Teachers orient to the-rouitine constitutive tasks and

exigencies of teaching-as=practiced.

The second concept friming ouw project's survey inquiry was the -;4'

concept pf testing as an intervention: That is, whether required or

recommended, tests, by virtue of their very presence in the teaclees

world, can function aSpducationaT change agents. Cur planning stage
.

fieldwork suggested that tests can function as such in any one of three

)ways:
.

Mandated tests can add new standards of accountability to
the.practiCal exigencies teachers must 'attend _to in their

everyday.rOutines.

Mandafed tests can change the .practical circumstances under -1

which teaching and.learning must.be'accomplished.

.4 Testing programs of particularkindf_ facilitate accomplish-
.

. ment of the routine tasks of teaching-au-practiced by
responding to the practical exigencies teachers face.

(Evidence supporting. these thOugh previously discussed in our,
-----
i

reports to the NIE, will once again be summarized in a subsequent section
4 .

_

4

4

22:
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of this report,. That section, in addition,tb.summarg.the fieldwork,

will also discuss CSE test use.data preceding the fieldwork and the

findings of the Test U5e Project's national survey()

In the foregoing discussion we have outlined the concepts of

teacher as practical decision maker and testing as an intervention.

- These concepts served to orient the-design of our national survey.' The
. a AO

two concepts converge to provide a grounded thebry of test use in

-schools and classrooms. It is a theory taking into account the purposes

and constructs of participants' in the phenomenon under examination, and

it is a theory whigh(permits issues to be addressed that'are centrai-^ter

policymakers, stakeholders in the testing enterprise, and the community

C
.

of -1.Tsearchers studying educational testing.

, This the3b, of test use provided a heuristic for the informed

selection of domains to be examined in our survey research and indicated

some relationships for ttudy among those domains. The domains were

concerned' with the following:

Federal/state/loCal testing requirements

Federal/state/local instructional programs

Ow.

a
Organization of curriculum and instruction -*

I.

pes of students served

achers' perceptions of the utility of tests and types of tests

Teachers' experience and training

District and local site leadeiShip action

'Types of tests given: purposes and frequency

Types of test score use

ImpactsAyf tests

23,
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The CSE national survey, findings reflect the above kinds of domains. The

reader'who wishes to examine these findings is invited to resume reading

of this report at page 65, where the selection of the. national sample,

rthe,development of instrumentation; and discussiontof its findings begins.'

The reader who is interested in all of CSE's tept use findings, those

whiCh led up to as well as those stemming, frgm the national surVeY,

should continue below in the section dealing with our 1978 stud.37-----\

9

4

24
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FINDINGS-FROM THE 1978 STUDY

19

.

As mentioned previously, one of CSE's early activities in gathering

information on teachers' test praXices ardteSt use began in 1978. Two-

, hundred sixty teachers participated in this small -scale study, represent-

ing 20 California elementary schools tn brban, rural, and suburban areas
4

. and in ltw.and, higher socioeconomic communities. The results of thtw"

teachers' reports gave some; preliminari answers to our questions' f:

A4.

The volume Of testing occurring in schools.,

The extent tbwhich teachers use test results.

o Teachers' knowledge of and-attitude tbward tests.

'o Factors influpcing the use of tests

The Volume of Testing Occurring_ in Schools
a

All schools in the study administered yearly state assessment tests
k

in grades one, two, three, and six, and all administered 'annual or semi-

annual standardized norm-referenced test batteries to their students. A

sizeable number were required, in addition; to.§-6e7begtnning and end of.

year asstssments of a. criterion-referenced or district continuum variety.

(s with all-California schools, the schoolstin the study were involved in

required minimum competency testing. While this listing o' required tests

is sizeable,lt-is.not exhaustive., Other kinds of tests, teachers reported,

constituted a much greater proportion of assessment activities in schools.

One of the survey questions addresSed those tests administered-roMinely

a

4 -

by Classroom teachers in their denall instructional activities. Teachers

25
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reported more frequent.testing in mathematics than in reading, but the

frequency in both subject areas was substantial . A majority of the

.20

teachers reported giving weekly or daily mathematics tests, and eighty

percent reported at least monthly mathematics testing. About one-third

,of the teachers administere d weekly reading tests, and another third ,

reported monthly-reading tests, Testing in both subject areas was less

4

aft.
frequent in the primary grad es than in the upper elementary levels..

The'Extent to Which Teachers Use Test Results

The survey investigated use &Om two perspectives: first, what sources

dof information were used to make particular instructional decisions; and

second, what use was made of test resua? The first perspective inquired

about the use of tts'relative to other sources af.available information;

the second asked more directly about the use of particular types of tests;

but gave a more limited sense of relative value.
.

Teachers were aske4what sources of information they used most fre-

quently at the beginning of-the school year to assess student skills.

f ^
Fifty-eight percent reported that test results were most important

initial reading plaCement, and 66 percent reported 'using test results most

1 1

often f initial mathematics placement. .

L4-

While here findings implied that test results, and even those from

required tests, provided important information early in the year, the

picture changed as school got underway. When asked the sources of rnformation .

they used to assess student progress throughout the year; teachers reported

relying Most heavily on interactions with students, informal assessments

r

26
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(e.g., oral quizzes, reading aloud), and the results °teacher developed'

tests. It.seemed that the results ofstandardized tests were rarely used,

And that curriculum embedded tests fared.only slightly bett6.
.

Test results, then, seemed to provide the teacher with,a quick and

acceptable estimate of'the ability of new students with whom the teacher

was unfamiliar. However, once initial placements were Mtde and teachers

became more acquainted with their students,they stated that they were less

likely to rely on standardized or cureiculum tests as information about °,

students' progress. "
.

A similar picture emerged when teachers were asked more directly about

how they use /the results from their own tests and from required tests.

Teaches indicated that they usually used the results of their owntes

for several purposes: to make instructional decisions, to evaluate'the ,

effectiveness of their Classroolli program (e.g., teaching strategies, cur--

riculum materiali), and to provide information to others (e.g., parents";

other teachers). Teachers also reported using tests to assign grades, but with*

somewhat less frequency. s ,

In contrast, teachersstated that they used the results.from required
.

tests only infreluently for any of the" above purposes. They seined to use

4 4

these tests relatively most often, for reporting to parents or othde staff.'

and for evaluating'the effectiveness of teaching methods and materials;
o.

but their reported frequencies were quite low. Required test :reSults-seemed.

to function for teachers as a standard of 'amparison,, whilbite cher made

tests reportedly were used more for instructional decision ma \0

(, .
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Teachers' Knowledge of.andritude.Toward Test's'

Most teachers reported some tra4fing, e.g., college courses and in-
-

service.sessions, in educational measurement. Thirty-ninepercent reported'

two or more college courses related to educational testing, while 23,per-
,

cent reported no college courses in this area. A majority also reported .

at least one inservice course in testing.

Despite this formal training in testing,'however, teacher's responses

about' appropriate interpretations of common standardized test scores raised

some questions about their levels ofeunderstanding... When presented with ,

. test results, only 50 percent of the teachers were able to 'interpret cor-

rectly percentile and.grade 'equivalent scores--the two methodt most fre-

quently, used for reporting standardized test scores.

Survey data about teachers' attitudes toward required testing were

more consistent. Responsel about, how teachers evaluated the costs vs.

the benefits of testing, their reactions to discontinuing required test-

ing, and their opinions of what required tests measure portrayed a some-
.

what negative picture.
..

.

.* I When asked to rate the amount of classroom time spent in required

testing relative to the teacher and student benefits which accrued,

teac4rs felt that a bit too much-time was spent in testing. Similarly,

the4vesponded that teachers would react favorably to the discontinuation
-\,. . '4

of testing, though again their responses were not extreme. Finally,

teachers stated thatthey felt that their studentt' performance onre-:-

quired tests .was influenced to some extent by the instruction they received,

do

2
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but they stated that they believed student's motivation, test-teking
o

, skills, unusual circumstances, and test quality were more important

factors.

Factors Influencing the Use of Test Results

Two lines of. inquiry suggested factors which influence the use of

tests by teathers2 First,oteachers were asked what features they con-
.

:sidered in formulating their own classroom testing prograns. As stated

in an earlier section of this report, we assumed.that the mote tests''ex-
,

emplified desired features, the greater the likelihood they would be used:

A second avenue of inquiry was- more empirical: what contextual-variables

were associated with more test use? e.g., teaching experience, classroom

organization (team teaching vs. self-contained), grade level taught, and

al4illability of classroom' aides.

What test qualities were most important to teachers? Teachers reported

that clear format, similarity to class material, and accurate prediction of

9.

achievement were the qualities they considered most important when choosing

prepared tests. Similarly, when asked why they developed their own tests

rather than using commercial tests, teachers cited suitabjlity for their

students and sensitivity to classroom instruction as critical reasons. They

stated that lack of funds, of time to order tests, or of informatidn about

tests.rere unimportant influences. Intuitive validity appeared to be the

essential feature for teachers: did the test match what was taught and did

it-provide a suitable context so that students. could exhibit their skills?

This criterion contrasts teachers' perceptions of required tests as being



heavily influenced by students' test-taking skilisand other extraneous

influences.

What contextual factors seemed to be associated with test use? Cer-

tainli.grade level appeared to exert a significant influence. Primary

grade teachers reported administering fewer tests, that they were less

likely to develop their own tests, and that they would react more posi

tively to abolishing required tests than would upper elementary school

teachers.

Years of teachingGexperience was also related to differeht patterns

of test use. Younger teachers, i.e., those with less than eight years

of teaching experience4 appeared more skeptical.ortesting. These teachers,

relative to their more:experienced peers,.appeared more likely td' use their

own tests and other less formal methods (e.g., work assignments, informal

quizzes, students' plaie in the text) to assess student progress, and less

likely to use the results of required, standardized, or curriculum .embedded

tests. They were also,apparently less optimistic about.the extent to which

instruction influences students' performance.on required tests, an opinion

"consistent with their reported behavior. Perhaps these younger teachers

were influenced during their preservice training by relatively recent cri-
.

'Iterion-referenced testing methodologies, and were, therefore, more suspic
.

boils of published tests.

The presence of aides was also associated with more frequent use of

assessment data. Teachers with classroom aides,. compared with those with-

out such assistance, reported greater USQ of curriculum-embedded tests and

used student's place in their book and other informal assessments more

3O



often to monitor theit' students' progress. It may be that teachers felt

that considerable record keeping was requilig,to make good use of test

data for instructional decision making, that a clsroom aide would ease

significantly the burden in this area, and thus might be instrumental to

a teacher's use of testest data. Further, the teachei's might have been con-

cerned about using test data for instructs nal decision making to identify

and better meet individual needs. The availability of aides might make

teachers feel that they then have more time to prescribe alternative set-
.

4tings for instruction, e.g., aides can give tutorial assistance, supervise

.1

small student groups, etc. Without instructional alternatives, however,

teachers might feel less motivation to use test data, because they lack

the resources to carry out more individualized prescriptions and/or needed

remediations. Consistent with this.hypothesis, teachers with aides appeared

less likely to allow failing students to progress to the next instructional .

unit, and more likely to provide4such students with remedial help, e.g.;

tutoring and additional practice.

Summary

The findings of CSE's 1978 study replicated those of other researchers:

Teachers in the sample reported that they do not make much use ,o-f-the many

standardized tests they are required to administer. Furthermore, while

they perhaps were not adamantly hostile in the face of required testing,

their attitudes towards these tests:at best, were reserved. These atti-

--tudes may expIain-reparted patterns-of useor-non-use. Teachersi-knowl--.

edge in testing, no doubt, was also a contributing factor.
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The teacherS.reported that required standardized tests comprised only

small fraction of classroom assessment activities. Curriculum-embedded,i,

tests and particularly teacher-made tests were not only more prevalent,

apparently, but played a larger role in instructional decision making.

These kinds of tes.,s'apparently had considerably more validity for the. .

teachers in terms of their suitability for students and their curriculum

coverage, two prime criteria for teachers.

What other factors contributed to the teachers' use of tests? Grade

level, consistent with other studies, Whs'an important factor (see-Goslin,

1965; Yeh, 1978). Less tipting wend on in the primary grades in the sample.

More interesting, however, was the finding that the availability of class-
,

room aides was associated with greater use of tests. It was hypothesized

that aides provided a support function for the teachers--both in record

keeping and in making possible instructional alternatives--that enabled

teadhers to use test results for decision making and to implement those

deCisions. During the 1978 study we saw the potential importance of making

sufficient resources available to teachers to implement. any new idea, and that

the systematic use of test data to improve instruction, in 1978, was e

relatively new idea. r
Adequate knowledge and training in the use of tests, i appeared in

1978 ,were necessary resources. The survey indicated tha most training

related to testing occurred during preservice education. Thus, while

younger teachers might have been exposed to newer approaches to testing,

many oIer teachers perhaps had not. Given, in addition, the questions
Amok

the survey raised about the efficacy of teachers' training,in testing,

O
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the need for additional staff development activities seemed quite clear

on the basis of our 1978 study.

The data from this study had an early bearing on the direction that

our present investigation of test use would take.

6

a

4



THE EXPLORATORY FIELDWORK

Intentions

The, field work was nteded, in conjunction with other Phase I plan-

ing activities, to serve two purposes:

(1) To help refine and focus the conceptual framework
and research questions guiding the

conceptual
study.

(2),To inform construction of survey instruments to be used
for collecting data from the national sample of teachers
and principals.

The'on -site field work was designed to address such questions as:

the range of ways teachers and others in schools seem to have for assess-

ing student's performance and progress;- 'the range of purposes that

sessment results--test scores and other information--seem to serve; t

kinds of assessment and uses of results that seem most pervasive, most A

influential for curriculum and instruction; the factors seeming toiimpact

on assessment practices and uses most significantly; the relationships

among those factors; and the adequacy othe study's conceptual framework.

The. fieldwork was aimed to provide information in response to such ques.

tions as these and so assist in refining and focusing the survey design.

The fieldwork was simultaneously intended to inform. the construction

of instruments for the national survey. The exploratory effort undertook

to discover whether educators in the schools visited would *find important

study issues Ito complex,oo ineffable, or otherwise too difficult to ad-

dress succinctly, simply, and at the same time (from their point of view),
. ,

accurately. Attention was also given to the kinds of questioning strate-
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gies and forts that seemed to bring the clearest, most precise responses

to particular issues. The fieldwork also sought to:identify what types'

(or role categories) of practitioners -in schools were-likely to be best

informed on.certain factual atters, e.g., have complete information on

the school-wide testing pr gram, know who requires that particular tests

be given, 'etc. More fun amentally, the fieldwork aimed to comprehend as'

fully as possible the.wayS teachers and others, think about and talk about

the evaluation of student achievement,,their,instructional decisions and.

practiceiand other matters into which the survey would inquire. In so

doing, the exploratory work strived to provide data so that'the language

and concepts of the survey could be aligned with language and concepts

through which teachers and principals- organize their experience; that is,

one of our prime concerns at this stage in the project reflected the issue

of validity previously described, inwhigh integration of the conceptual

schemes of researcher and participant is critical.

Following4om the purposes and objectives outlined above,,the field

work was orignted to explore issues related to the fallowing questions:

I. What Kinds of Tests and Other-Assessment Techniques are Adminis-
tered?

2. What Purposes are Particular Kinds of Tests and Other Techniques
Intended to Serve by Those Who Require Them?

'3. What are the Features of the Social.Contexts In Which:Various
' Kinds of Tests and Other TeEhniques Occur?

(including staff members' attitudes, perspectives, and reasoning
on student assessment, their levels of experience and training,
demographic characteristics of the school enrollment, etc.).

-10
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4. What Are the Features of the Organizatitnal Contexts in Which
Various Kinds of Techniques Occur?

(including leadership actions,
tion of instruction, etc.).

5. Now and By Whom are the Re'spits

Other Techniques Actually used?

in- service programs, organiza-

of.Varioui. Kinds of Tests and

Sites were selected for field workin terms of the following

criteria:

I. Diversity in Required Testing Program

2. Geographic/Regional and Demographic Diversity
'Aintluding divertity Of ethnidity, socioeconomic status,
and first language among the students served.)

3. Variation.in District Size and Resources
or

4. Variation in Local Instructional .Programs

5. Variation in Reputed Skill and "Sophistication" in Test Use

O. Accessibility within Budget LiMitatidhs

Phone contacts to.gather appropriite selection-information were made--
.

with persons familiar with state testing programs, with the salience of

testing in different regions ofthe United States, and with local district

activities. A set of "interesting" districts was thus identified. Then,

using a standard telephone Proto61,:in ormailun was gathered from °M-
.

cials in these "nominated" districts on'01 nd school activities.

On the basil of these calls, three districts were chosen.

Three schools for site v its were identified in each district with

) the assistance of district i(ersonnel. During this process, an effort

was made to locate a roughl Balanced number of.elementary and high schools,

schools serving higher and lower socioeconomic pop Nations, 4chools with

more traditional programs, and schools with more innovative'ipstructional

-,programs. 36 rH
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Exploratory field data were gathered primarily by interview. A

detailed description of the interview forms and procedures followed

appears in the Test Use Project Annual Report to the NIE, 1980. In brief,

two forms of an interview schedule were used. We were concerned, first,

with the need tobbalance the-'conceptual schemes of researcher and partici-

pant. Second, we were equally concerned,with minimizing biases that might'

'stem from the questions asked by the researcher or from the kinds of ans-

wersoffered by respondents. Therefore, one form of the interview was

deliberately direct and addressed matters of "testing." The second form of

the measure worked by the method of indirection, and addressed matters of

"information teachers use for classroom decisions." Interviews averaged

45 minutes in length. They were conducted in three school districts (one

in the Northeast, one in the Midwest, and one in the Southwest) and nine

schools with respondents fn the following roles;

Principals 7

Vice Principals 3

Department Chairs ' 8

Counselors 6

Classroom Teachers 44

Specialists 7

District Administrators 4

Member of Intermediate
Education Agency 1

80 Total

The results Of the field work are summarized here in two forms.

First, findings across the districts and schools are presented. These
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findings primarily addreis study questions. 1, 2, and 5 Nee pag9s_29730Y,
#

which were concerned with tests administered, intended purposes, and

test users. Second, descriptive narratives:of each district and school

are provided. These-narratives,which primarily relate to study questions

3, 4, and 5, which were concerned with social, and organizational contexts

of testing and test users, are intended to provide an interpretive and

contextual background a§ainst which to view the findings re(iecting test

'administration and purpose.

General Findings

Adross the nine schools in the three dtstricts visited, a wide range

of assessment techniques was evidet. It is important to note, at the out-

se* that respondents referenced these almost always by their proper names

or by vernacular variants of proper names. That is,. they rarely talked

about "norm-referenced tests," "criterion-referenced tests," "objectives

based tests," "curriculum-embedded tests," etc. Instead, they spoke about

"the Ginn placement,' "the CTBS," "the Key Math," "that state matrix test "
4 .

the "Sucher-Allred,"*and so on. When respondents did refer to kinds of

tests, most often they gave them functional class names, e.g., "diagnostic

tests," "placement tests," "pre-tests," '"unittests," "semester finals,"

"the competency tests." Exceptions were "standardized tests," minimum

competency tests," and ';district tests" (or,the"district testing program,"

which referred to district-developed, continuum-of-objectives-based mea-

sures in the particular sites visited).

These obiervations are important in that they had obvious implicationt

for our survey instrument development. But they at:e also noted here to

4

4!
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call attention to the fact that the typology of tests and other techniques

used in this report is one developed by the researchers using categories

salient to the practitioners interviewed.

As expected, a
,

wide range of assessment techniques was reported by

the teachers from the 'line schools. These 44 teachers (22 elementary and
$-

22 secondary) collectively inentioned the uSe of eight_ categories of assess-

ment devices for a total of 351 citations, which is more than likely a

low approximation of the actual amount. The assessment categories as well

as the number of citations of assessments in that category (in parentheses)

follow: Standardized tests (43), Curriculum - embedded tests (63), District

objective-based tests (19), Minimum compete tests (12), School-depart-

mental, and/or grade-level tests (17), Teacher-constructed tests (101),

Diagnostic instruments (11), and Other evaluation techniques f75). The,

"other" category included such techniques asllomework, worksheets, con-
,

ferences, book reports, discussions, observations-, etc.

As can be seen from the above frequencies, teacher-constructed tests

and "other" evaluation techniques -were cited most often by the teachers

'interviewed, a finding which is fairly consonant with Yeh's (197$) con-
-

clusion that curriculum-embedded tests and teacher-made tests are'used to

a much greater degree than standardized tests, but'des.pite high frequency

..
of testingfpteachers are more likely to use personal observations and in-

,-

teractions With students than test results to assess student's ptogress.

This latter point was lot reflected in the frequencies given above but it

is possible that many of the teachers, and especially those at the elemen-

tary level, -Med to mention many of the informal assessment activities
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that occur becausefihey are used so frequently and are so, much an integral

part of the teachi\ proess. This possibility infjenced ihe manner in

which we conceived and phraseditems on the survey instrument so that the

subject of informal assessment could be explored-further.

The amount of time these assessment techniques take to prepare, ad-

ministe.r, and/or grade was also explored. Again, as expected, a wide

range of time spegt on evaluation in the classroom was reported by the

elementary and secondary teachers interviewed. However, on pursuing

this.matter it became apParent.that teachers experienced difficulty in

providing an exact estimate of time indices. This was due to a variety

of reasons. For one, some teachers could simply not remember how long

the tests took. More common?, it wasIdiscovered"that teachers allowed

different students varying lengths of tithe to finish the tests and thus

found it difficult to average the time amounts for all students: When

asked about the informal techniques they used, teachers found it next to

impossible to estimate the time they spent as many of the techniques were
A

ongoing and/or overlapping.

4Although the aforgentioned difficulties were encountered during

the ihtervfewing_Process the teachers' reports gave some indication of

the time devoted to evaluation. The teachers tended to be conservative

in their estimates'and when ranges of time were given for a particular

assessment technique,' we selected the midpoint of is time frame for

analysis purposes.

The analysis of thestataskhowed that the 2 elementaryteachers in-

terviewea spenian average Of approximately 1 percent of their reading

stP
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and math instructional/class time assessing their students, The 22 secon-
4

. dary teachers reported that about 24 percent, of their English and math

class time was spent on evaluation. Tht proportion of total classroom

time given over to assessment was quite large for both the elementary'

and secondarSt*teactlers; one to 64 percent for elementary and six to 75

percent for secondary.

At first glance it appeared on the average that the secondary teachers'

spent more time assessing their students than the elementary teachers. How-

ever; when. looking at the responses concern-41g the types of assessments

---,given, the vast majority of the secondary teachers' responses Were for
O'er, e

formal pencil-and-,Paper tests. Perhaps more formal testing is occurring.

at the secondary level Wan at the elementary grades because of the ages.
,

f.

of the student's involved and because the secondary teacher has less'time

for the, use of informal techniques and/or observations. As the elementary
.

teacher ususally spends the full school day with the same group of students,

he/she has more opportunities for informal evaluatiOns andless need. for

the more formal ones. Also, because the informal

Eby the teachers as frequently as'the more formal

the percentagessif time allotted to ettaTuation by the two sets of teachers

techniques'were not cited

ones, the dif)6ence in

was quite large.

The.analysis also showed similarresults for the total amount of time

the teachers spent on evaluation. This total
%
time includes the preparation, ..

'administration, and grading of tests/assessments. The elementary teachers

'reported oft the average that.15 percent of their time (which includes in-

Ap
struction/al and non-instructional/preparation time) was spent on assess-

. o
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ment while the secondary teachers spent 34 percent of their time on the

A
same. .The ranges reporked,ly the elementary and secondary teachers were

three to, 56 pekent and nine_to 69 percent, respectively. Again, teachers'

tendency not to report infgrmal assessments and the use of many more formal

evaluation techniques at the secondary level may account for some of the

difference in the amount'of time spent on assessment in 'elementary and

secondary classrooms.

,:Range of Tests Administered

Fieldwork indicted that a wide range of tests were being administered.

For example, standardized tests, such as Comprehensive Tests of Basic

Skills (CTBS), the Metropolitan Achievement Telt (MAT), Icrela Test of

Basic Skills and of Educational Development (ITBS:ITED), etc., were

administered in-each school district visited.

Curriculum-embedded tests of various types.were also given everywhere,

but almost exclusively at the elementary grade levels. Most ofthe curricu-

luM-embedded tests accompanied commercially-produced, elementary-grade series

in math and reading. .Among those given frequently were placement tests;

the "unit'.' or "criterion" tests designed to assess achievement,on a specific

portion of the curriculum; and "end of the book" tests (i.e., thow$he

'Student took at the completion of ,a given reading or math level"):

Minimum competency tests were given in two of the districts. In one

case they were district-developed and included four separate instruments

asse ing fundamental math skills and four assessing .skills to the langaage

arts. These tests were given at the high sblool,levei and passage of all

eight was required fot graduation. In the sec?n, district, yr instrument

-developed by the state for-administration to ninth grade studentS'included 7f.
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theeneral domains of reading;-mathematics, apd'writing. Its function

was pnly diagnostic.

. A statewide assessment' measure was given annually in one district

37

R,

to a matrix sampling of students at certain elementary and high school

levels. Individual student scores were not reported to schools, but ag-

gregations by g rade=level, school, and d istrict were provided on various
,

subskills in reading,-mathematids, and writing.
O

District tests, district-constructed and mandated for use district

wide, were part of the assessment picture in two of the three districts ,

School-, departmental-, and/or grade-level tests were found in five

school sites. One high school, for instance, had just developed and ad-

ministered a writing sample in all grade levels. Departments in several

high schools had 'teachertdeveloped midterm and finals for particular .

telf
courses. And in two elementary schools in one of the districts, rams of

o

teachers at particular grade levels constructed and gSve common tests keyed to

their social studies curriculum.

Diagnostic instruments were also employed largely, but by special-

ists sOch as remedial reading,instructors, teachers of the*"learning dis-

abled ", and "emotionally handicapped," and ntie I program staff.membek.

Almost all of these were found in elemgntary schools.

_Teacher-constructed tests, quizzes, and the like were, of courses

extant in every site.

Other measures of student achievementfAre also prevalent'in all

classrooms. In the elementary grades, students' daily worksheets,class-
,

.

r'?



room performance, along: With homework and other

tioned as ways of evaluating students' progress

gr

"measures" were among those.used by high school

assignments, were men-
J}

. These same types'of

teachers.' The latter

also cited,conferenceS with students, peer evaluation of classroom reports,

.

oral quizzes and question-answer sessions, group discussions, and a wide

variety of written assignments as assessment techniques.

The specific configuration of tests being administered in each of

the districts visited provided in the district narratives.

Range of Reported Uses,

Distinct patterns of use also grew out of fieldwork analyiis, which

suggested that test scores and other assessment results were used for a

finite number of purposes across the sites visited. At the classroom level,

there Was little school=t6:-school'or district-to-district variation in

i,.:o'the range of ,uses respondents' reported. Eleven types of uses for assess -

ment information were'inductively derivable from the specific comments of

. educators interviewed. Recall that the uses listed below are those which

individual respondents said th themselves made of test scores and other

.

student assessment "data."

(1) Refe4a1 to and r placement in special programs,
appropri e ci sses, appropriate "tracks," etc.

(2) Within-class oom placement of students at appropriate levels
in individualized programs, in reading or math groups, in
occasional, temporary skills remediation,groups, etc.

.

(3) Planning instruction: "figuring out my class' strengths,"
"learnjng what the group needs,," "getting feedback so I know
what we have to go over again," "working with one of my grade-
level groups of 'teachers to decide what areas they need to ,

strengthen,'" etc.

(4) Monitoring student's progress, "seeing how they're doing as
we go along,"""just getting a sense of whether they're learn-
ing anything."

44
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(5) Holding students 'accountable for doing assigned-work, main:
taining class discipline.,

(6) Assigning report card grades.

(7) Certifying students' competency for promotion, high school
graduatidn.

(8) Counseling and advising students about how they are doing,
about their .preparation for future courses and academic
96als, about their achievement, motivation potential, etc.

(9) Informing parents of -how their children are doing in regularly
scheduled conferences, at "back-to-school" nights, special
meetings, when problems arise.

(10) Reporting to higher organizational leVels within the district
'--to the principal, district office, the sdool Wardon
student achievement.

(11) Comparing groups of students with others, judging' how a class,
school or district is performing relative to others,

Patterns of Assessment-Results Use

From therespondents''comments about how they used the results of

particular tests and other assessments we developed a coding scheme to

index the importance of particular results for particular purposes.. This

simple scheme depicted the use of a score or result"for a given purpose

as: (1) the soleOnformation sourceised; (2) one of two or three major

sources; (3) one of many, sources; (4) a verification source, i.e., uses

and:Mr-y to. check decisions or conclusions already reached based on

other information sources, and (5) not used, simply 'administered.
o

Interview data from the 44 classroom teachers ncluded'330 descriptions

of how the results of particular types of assessment were used.* They

also included.21 statements that the respondents did not use results of

Redundant uses for different tests of the same type were dropped out in
Gollapsingthe 346 tests/assessment means cited into the eighttypes of
assessment listed earlier in this section.

,s:!1
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types of measures that they administered.

As Table 1 indicates, teachers rarely used only one type of assess-

ment information to make a given decision or accomplish a given purpose. -

ifs

Only 5.1 percent of the ut'es cited (including statements of nonnuse) were

"sole source" uses, i.e., :results used-alone to make a' given decision. In

. -

two-thirds of the cases, results-from a particular type of assessment

Were.used as one among many types of information employed for the particular

purpose at hand.

et.'4

A A.

ti

4

nstances
fentioned

Table

Overall Patteris of Assessment Results Use

Functional Importance

Sole Source One of '

Several.major
Source St

' .4

One of
many

Sources

Verification
Source

.

Not .

Used

.

.

.

18

(5.1 %)

,

.-,f5 .

. (18.51)

237

(67.5%)

. .

10

' (2.8%) .

21

(6.0 %)

353- r

(100%),

In shOrt,it appearecithat teachers were most likely to look at a .

41,

Variety of different kinds of-information as they make the judgments,

analyses, and reports they'must make as part of their routine professional

'Ettvities.
4V. .

Test information used as sole anemajor criteria: If most means of
-A

assessment provide .information' that is used jointly with others, which

means do seem to Provide information. that functions-as a sole or major

t
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criterion in teachers' activities? Table 2 provides an answer in over-

view.

. Table 2

Types of Tests Used by Teachers .

as Sole and-Major Sources of Information tor any Purposes

/ 'Total*
, Oitations

Test all

Type 10els ,

.

Count /
(Column %)

Sole Source Major Source,

Standardized 43

6

(33.3)

5

(7.7)%r

Curriculum
Embedded 4

63 ,

5

(27.8)

, 12
(18.5) .

District
Objective-Based 19

1

(5.6)

6
(9.2)

Minimum +
Competency 12

0
(0.0)

0
(0,0)

S)atewide
assessment 10

0 0
(0.0)

School/Department
Grade-Level 17

0

(0.0)

9

(13.8)

Individual Teacher- 5 15

Total: .

Sole & Major
(% total

° in Table)

11

(13.2)

17

(20.5)

7

(8.5)

0

(0.0)

0

(0.0)

9

(10.8)

20

Constructe' f 101. (27,5) - (23.1) (24.1)

Diagnostic

Other

11 , (0.0) (9.0) (0.0)

1 1

. 75 (5.6) (271.17) (2299)

83

TOTALS. -' 351 18 65 (100.0)

*Count of.$11 instances in which test type was mentioned as .

used in y way, including "not used" categorY.-
.

+
Minimum competency, tests were used as the sole source for'

.

deciding whether students graduated from high school in

one district, but this decision was not made by classroom

teachers or other school-level practitibners.

a'
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From tht above, a picture began to emerge of teachers drawing upon

many types of assessment to do their routine instruction-related work.

And the fieldwork data suggested that the types of assessment. they use

most frequently in this routine work. tended to be those that are

most immediately accessible to teachers and whiCh provide most
immediate results; those over which they have most cohtrol--can
administer.when they choose and can see the results promptly;

those which purport to serve functions isomorphic with the tasks
teachers must routinely do; i.e., curriculum-embedded placement
tests figure significantly in placement decisions; records of
progress througha-continuums for placement in a continuum; tests
that teachers.design or text publishers produce for measuring
achievement on a-unit of instruction for monitoring progress and
grading students on that unit, etc.

those whidh'teachers.deem to "cover" most exactly the content of
the material they are teaching.

In short, those tests teachers see as linked most clOsely'tothe routine,

practical activities of their everyday professional lives are those they

use most often. Additionally, the phenomenological evidence of everyday

experience with students plays an important role in teachers' assessmbnts

of them.

The single exception to this generalization appears to occur in the

use-' o standardized tests. For the,,most part, teachers used these,for

general reference, to get an initial sense of ho W their new classes "look" .

1.

relative to others, or as a normative reference point against which to
.

gauge progress--except, it seats-, when they are requfred to do otherwise

by district mandate: *

Test information that is not used: In 21 instances, teachers said

they-did not use the results of one or another type of test that they

gave. Ten teachers mentioned their non-use of standardized test results;

A

48

"4
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. seven mentioned non-use of statewide assessmeni. In the case`ofthg latter,

teachers had no access to studentS1 indiVidual scores or results aggregated

by class.

The above descriptions began to indicate some of ,the activities in

which assessment results play a definitive or major role. Table 3 pro-

yides a comprehensive picture of the purposes for which they do so.

Table 3
I

Purposes for mhich Teachers Use .Various Tvoes of Assessment Pp Allis
as Sole and r Information Sources

t

.

(% Table Total);

(1?.1%)
.

(10.8%)

(30.1%)
)

,

(8.9%)

(10.8%)
(7.2%)

(15.6%)
,.

(1.2%).

. (2.4%)

(1.2%)
(0.0%)

Cpunt: Number of Citations

"Purposes Sole Major Total

Planning Instruction 1 9 10

Referral/Placement: \
Special Program 4 5 9

Within-Class Grouping and
Individual Placement 7 ' 18 .

Holding Students Accountable
fort Work, Discipline ..1 6 7

Assigning Grades 9 90
Monitoring Students' Progress 0 6 6
Counseling and Guiding Students 5_ :8 13

Informing Parents , . , -0 1
1

Reporting to District Officials,
School Board, etc. 0 2 2

Comparing Groups of Students,
Schools, etc. 1 10 .
*Certifying Minimum Competency 0 d 0 . . 0

TOTAL 18 Els% 83.

,

*Note:- In one district visited, tests of minimum competency were required
i5C7111,igh school graduation. Respondents,, however,- took this as obvious

andjarely mentioned that they served in this way. When they did speak of--
thelses of minimum-competency results, they described their uses for other
purposes.,,

As Table 3 sh6ws, test scores seemed to play an important role in

student placement decisions. In 40.9 percent of the instances in which

NO



trchers reported that they userrassessment results as a sole criterion

or a major criterion,, the placement of leiers was at issue. The use of

scores as a major basis for in-class placement was especially frequent.

Summary. M ostooften, teachers seemed to consider the results-of

severalitypes -Ofassessment collectively in arriving at:a particular de- .

cision or carrying out a particular activity. When they reported depart-
.---__ ._

ing from this practice, it was mOre.otten in the directie f weighing

test scores more heavily than in.the direction of countjn themhem less.
. .

(Citations of results as sole and major information sources equaled 23.6_

percent of the total; citations of results not being used or.used only in

verification equaled 8.8 percent of the total.) The. placement of students

seemed/4o be an activity,ih which the results of one test .or type' of test

may countiporefteavjly than in others.

,
,

-

o

e

CategoriesType3 df Tegts and Categors of Use'.

table 4 summarizes 'he4eiitypeiuse.:type retationsbiPs reported

.

,ce
by both the elementary (n=22) an4 sec iary '(n =22) classroom teachers --

,

.

Ma
I

interviewed. The table i4di S that the main uses'. of test and other'.

4.,
J

assessment results ude:

4
Plan g for instruction'

_
rouping students and placing them at levels of individualiied

JT

programs within classrooms

Grading

Monitoring students'- progress, i.e.%

are doing-over time.

50

ng, track of how they



Table 4

Types of Tests and the Uses of Their Results

Tye of Test -

USES

Counts:

Elementary Secondary.

Cell Total

cl Kr t., N t G

0' e6 'ie * a se, 4S \ e e 4c, '`
.c N:, el. b ,,, e A 0 'tic, w 27,t <0 0) <s,7vp e 4c, I , ricee. ikpv el clo 1; cP it. ,A

sx". t,,,i 01 c)N gso lis ite <a. ,i,,,,, c, oseb .v,t.cpcc, s) ,KP
.c

,

,

all

Planning 4

Instruction-

9 .=1.18

13

. 2

I 10
3 03 1 3

4
2.

2

0 1 2

3

11 13

24
1

2
1

.

13 -8

21
49 33.

:82

Referral/Placement: 9 2
11 0 0

0 1

1 0

0

'

2

2

'.

.

2. 1

3 0

2 4,

6

13 10
23

Within Classroom
Grouping & Individual
Placement

4 0

5....

18 . 0

18 '

5 0

5

1 2

3

0 1

1

1 3

4

'.2 4

6

6

6

0- 11 3

14
48 13

61

Holding Students
Accountable for Work,
Discipline

0

3 0

3

.

0 0

7, %

0 0 /

4 4
A 0

- 2 0
2

9 4
13

t

,

Assigning Grades
4

0 1

''

14 3

17
1 01/0

1

0 . 1 *

1 0

0 5

5

15 17,1
32

1

1

0 7 1

8
38 28
68

Monitoring Students'
Pro ress 0

14'- 0
14

4 0
4 0 . . 0 2

10 8

18'

1

12
G. 10 2

_
39 12

51

Counseling & Guiding
Students

1
.2 2 -0

2 0 0 0
2 8

10
1

1

0' 4 2 .

6
10i 12

2

Informing Parents
0

. 1 0

0 0 0 0 . 0 -. 0

1 0

1

2 0

2

Reporting to District

Officials, School

Board, etc.

0.

1 0 2 0

1 2

."4

0

.

0 . 0 0
.. .

0 3

6 '0

6 A

Comparing GrobpS of
Students, Schools,
etc.'

0

4

...

0 0
-.

0 0

.

.

0.

°1 0
1

.

3 p
3

Certifying Minimum
Comeetencd

TOTAL '

Use CITATI os

,
Y.

24 GI

33

Si 9.

0 1

1_ - 0 0

.

0 0 0

0 1

1

.

58, 5 10 0
n3 . 19

2 8
10

2 1

3
'2 14
1G _

2'2 55
1 ol )

1. 51 0-
74

217. 113

33n

Fxplicii Stntercits:
"NOT USED"' r,

5

.19
%6

o , 0 *

1 ' .

0 ,' 0 .

0 1

1

7 14
21

,

Total Citations'
-

29 14
43: ,

58 .5 19 O.;

'- 63 j 19 -
3 9

12 .

2 8
10

3 14
17

46 55-
101

10

. 11

1 54 21

75. $.

224 127
151... ,..

:.

0.444* ..Mft.t.4.4,44..4M44.144.4ow4ww4=Mmay4ftwihalm011*
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Summary. The exploratory fieldwork indicated that the sample teach-..,

ers most frequently drew on the results of three types of assessment.

These are (1) their self-constructed tests, quizzes, and written assign-

ments,12) other assessment techniques that they deVised or chose to

seek o4t and use, such as-class discussions, peer evaluations of work,

conferences with students, talks with their students' previous teachers,

oral reading sessions, etc.; and (3) curriculum-embedded tests--those

that come with district-made curriculuta "packages" or commercially pub-,

lised texts, kits, and the like. They appeared to use each of these

three types especially, but others as well, in accomplishin a variety

of purposes. That is, teachers seemed to refer to e'acb k' d of assess-
,

ment result for making a variety of judgments, just as they seemed to make

a given decision by referring to a variety otassessment results. Prin-

, cipals'seemed to engage in a similar practice, although the test scores

11 they used most often and the purposes for which they used them most fre7_

quently4differed from those of teachers. All this suggested, of course,

:that the national survey should examine patterns of test type /test use

relationships.-At should not assume simple One-to-one-correspondenc s

t' .;

_ between a test score and a use.

Teachers most frequently cited test scores and other assessment results

as serving them in' four activities: planning instruction, grouping and

placing studentsin a continuum of objectives within the classroom, as-

signing.grades, and monitoring studelits1,progr'esi over time. Counseling,

guiding, and 'other use seemed to folilow:ftom the fhctors previously'

53.
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A final point is worth' noting again. Returning to Table 4, it is ob-

Vious that some activities for which teachers use student assessment re-
.

iulti are relatively "under- mentioned." For instance, conferences with

parents are a routine Wrt of teachers' work, especially at the elemen-

. 'tary school level. A talk with zny teacher about his/her students in-

evitably includes comparisons with students in other classes or 'schools,

students in previous years, :and so forth. That these activities were

cited relatively infrequently as uses of assessment results was trouble-

some to us. In tailing with teachers, however, it became evident that many

19f`the Practical tasks for which teachers use test Information are, in

fact, "transparent"-to them. That is, they are soinuch a part of every-

Tay life that they go un-noticed. They are treated, literally, as unre-'

markable. That this is,so is probably best illustrated by a comment made by

.a high school assistant principal in the first district visited, who ex-
.

plained:in the same breath that they did not pay much attention to. CTBS

scores in his school because thAw eTypical freshman'entering the school was,

"two years; at least, below-grA0'e levqe1-.4-";

.

This should serve as a caveat that Table.4, and the discussion which

has followed from it, is not a complete picture of the frequency With

which the teachers interviewed use -test results for.4gertain purposes.

But, given the. open-ended nature of the interviews,

V
comprehensive picture, overall, of the kinds of uses

---

it is very likely a

assessment results serve.

that test and other
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Uistv44-4rratives

Content analysis of the taped transcriptions af the nine%schools

across the three districts provided information bearing on
r
tfle s cial

they are "valued." by teachers and used/not used in classroem.decisions.

on the basis of fieldwork, these factors emerged as:.

)..ystate testing policy' and requirements

and argantiational contexts in which. tests are administered and use

ThAs analysts suggested that five'factors seem to have a bearing on .

the atmospherefitchtests are administered, and consequently how

,-, . .
:
.,

(2) coherence of school/district testing Oficy and requirements

(3) leadership in the instructional uses of assessment information

(4) locus of ownership of the assessment program

(5) recognition that no single test can serve (nor is intended
to serve) the information needs of decision makers who
/reflect a variety of interests from broad program account-*
ability to specificdassroom practice.

. t
4

While we had not intended fieldwork to provide a picture of

"exemplary" test use (that wouldpossibly emerge during Phase II of the

tr....prOject), analysts of responses did suggest a tentative picture of how

contextual factorsmay. converge to make tests appear "Usable", (as -7:

previously described on pages 6,'42 of this report'. As will be seen later, -.

the district which peems to have a successful testing program -- successful

from the standpoint of reconciling or balancing external testingl-equire-

ments with school-level uses of testing--assumes an organizational

posture whicti has elements of centralism and diffusiveness. The importance

of this observation emended from our cross-project collaboration.

is, one of. the Test Use Project st$Pf was involved with CSE's Evaluation

Design Project, which has been examining evaluation/testing matters at



the district level. Part of the collaboration involved the production of a

CSE monograph entitled Evaluation in School Districts:ronizational

Perspectives (Bank & Williams: 1981, in press). During this.inter-

Project work, some of the findings stemming from:work at the district

level, and ich are discussed in the monograph, 'took on importance for
44

an inve tigation of testing at the school and classroom level.

For example, it is possible that an organization and its

constituent parts can (or perhaps, sfiould) be- "loosely - coupled" in

some regards and more tightly coupled, in others. This' variable posture,

when applied to Our fieldwork findings, appears to lend itself to mul-

tiple uses of assessment information:' uses which are central and con-

cerned with external Xcountability and reporting requirements and uses
7

which are spread out and reflect the decision needs of individual schools
.

and' classrooms. This is not to suggest that a balance of central authority

and 'dispersed decision making is the only approach that will lead to develop-
..

ment of eusable" testing program. But it appears to be'the 'approach

that has evolved, over time, in one of-the districts we studied, and it

seems to reflect notpily, organizational reality. but the careful determine-
,

tion of various decision needs and specification of an assessment infor--

!nation systemthat will meet these needs. I

Assessment programs often tntendto provide, information for use at

,1"--

local, state, andlor federal policy levels. Often the- program will tend-'
, .

to emphasize the Information needs of one of these level1 to:the exclu- .

.

sion of,the others. Many assessment programs appear to.be driven, or

are perceived by the people in them,-to be driven more by broad, external

accountability than by concerns for classroom and school-specific

56
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information.--(This issue of external "linkages" is also discussed in

Bank &Williams, 1981. Audiences associated with these external require-
.

ments'often ask for assessment information that can 'be used to compare

educational programs rather.thap to show the growth of individual pupils

in terms of a specific set of educational objectives. A school system

which tends toyespond mare to thi external-audience thin to others fre-

quently relies on the collection and analysis of pdpils' scores on a

norm-referenced tett. It may be criticized for lack of'concern with

individual students and their growth on 'precise instructienal objectives.

A school sysfem tending to respond solely to audiences concerned with

individual. student growth in a given classroom' (no such sys -

tem was discovered in the present study) "might tend to rely more oh

criterion-referenced or objectives-based tests, to provide information
1

for diagnostic and prescriptive information. A school system taking this

position' might be Subjecttto-questions about the educational significance
,

,.
of the scores obtained on this kind of test -- What do they mean? Do they

show Whether the learning that has taken place is important or trivial?

4Haw'do the scores obtained on these tests compaie with the scores ob-

tained on other-kinds of 'tests?'

A school system might attempt to reconcile both kinds of information.

needs, examin he operant assessment requirements, to investigate their
.

, 0
r.

own assessment nee S,_to deterMine which kinds of information will address

the -range of needs, to decide which kind of measure is most appropriate

for generating the informatiOn addresiing a particular deeision.rea,

to specify'for its participants the'intended uses of various measures;

and thus design a coherent assessment program 'which-is perceived to

have a variety of oyerlapping uses.

S
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One of the districts we spent4time in appears to have developed

this kind of assessment program. The two other districts we visited

seemed to be trying to move in this direction,.,but still seemed to

be more concerned; or at least their teachers felt they are more con - .

cerned, with exterpal accountability issues.

District One

Thi's school district, located in the urban Northeast, has 24$ei.tnentary

schools (kindergarten to grade 6 primarily; a few are K78), 2 middle

schools (grades 7-8), and 3 high schools (grades 9-12). Total enroll-
,

ment is 27,000, with ap roximately5O% Black, 30% aispanic, and 20%

Anglo and other combin The district had approximately 18 schools

that are Title I eligible.

fThe state in which this district is located has a minimum compe,

tency testing program which is still in alorative stage of implemen-.
,,.

tation. While no final determination had been made at the time data

were collected, school district officials did not anticipate that the

proficiency test would become a requirement for high school graduation.

By the provisions of the state requirement:which focuses on "education,

evaluation, and remedial assistande,",all 9th graders are,tested for

proficiency. Any student scoring below a certain cut-score (established

by the state) Mustreceive remedial, assiatance from the local school/. .

_

districts. The state'required,test ng covers the areas' of reading/

language arts; mathematics, and lso calls for a student writing sample.
p

Beyond the state required minimum competency testing program; the
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district has its own testing program, which is also in a formative stage

of development. This district testing program deals- with.theareas

.0
of reading and communication arts, and includes the use of a locally de-

veloped criterion-referenced measure. This test is structured by grade,

scope, and sequence, is intended to provide mastery data, and is ad--

ministered by teachers and/or reading consultants. It becomes part

of the student's permanent school record and follows him/her from grade to 'grade

and school to school. District officials anticipate that when this test

has been fully developed, it will become part 'of the distrisct's response

to the state required minimum competency testing program.

As part of the district's required testing, the Metropolitan

Achievement Test (MAT) is used in grades 2 through 8. It is administered

every spring. At the':high school level, the Comprehensive, Tests of

Basic Skills (CTBS) is administered in the 11th grade.

The district test, which is accompanied by a specific curriculum,

is supposed to be administered in all, schools as part of an 'attempt to

standardize the curriculum; this was apparently not happening in actual

practice, h4ever.

District Two

The second district we visited is located in an urban area in the

Southwest. This district has over 100 elementary schools, 20 'junior,high

schools, and 14 high schools7. Total district enrollment is a little

over 100,000.

The state in which this district is located has a required minimum

competency program for high school graduation. Local districts can, use

59
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a state developed test or select/develop their own. This district has

developed i own competency program to4meet the state requirement.

Among the tests in use in elementary schools are: CTBS; the state

assessment program; the district competency test; and variable use'

of a rangeof curriculum-embedded,tests and teacher observation and

classroom interaction. Among the tests, in use in the high schools are:

the state assgssment program; district competency tests; CTBS:

tests associated with college entrance; and variable use of teacher

constructed measures and classroom observation'and interaction.

District Three

The third district visited, wt)ich demonstrated multiple and "exemplary"
.0

uses of assessment information, is located in a rural community in'the
c

Mid-west. This district.has seven

high schools, acrd one high

elementary schoOls, three junior
. /

Total district'enroliment is a little

over 5,000 students, of whom-only 6 percent are minorities:

t

The state in which this district is'located has no required mini:-
,(N e

nal competency or proficiency testing. The only state requirement is

that districts must ident4fpstudentneed§ and set °plans to meet de-,

i-sired levels of achieveMent.

- .

.Among the tests used Ae the Iowa Tests of Basjc Skills (ITBS

grades 3-8), the Iowa Telts'of Educational Development (ITED, grades

9-12), the Cognitive Abilities Tests (CAT, grades1,3,6, and 9), dis-

m-
trict /'school developed objectivgs-based tests, and curriculum- embedded

tests.

Schools in this district also enjoy the resources of an Area'
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Education Agency (AEA). ,One of the /unctions of this agency is to

provide technidal assistance to schools and individual teachers who

have questions, problems, and needs in testing.

This district differs from the fir t and second on some important.

dimensions. In the third district the fairly well accepted, district/.

school developed tests seemed to reduce the amount of time that teachers

spend constructing and administering their own tests (especially at

the,elementary schools), thus freeing. instructional staff for other"

tasks. These locally developed tests are largely seen as complementing

the use of standardized tests, and serving different, though related

decisionneeds.- In addition!, with greater acceptance of di trict testing

there seemed to be a clearer sense among the,teachers of both the

"district" itself as an educational system and its testing policy

and intentions, which teachers did not seem to see ,as threatening.

Much of the information provided by the respondents seemed to reflect

needs, issues, and concerns about the levels of decisions (Baker, 1978).

that might need to be made-On the basis of assessment information., Two

of these,. levels 1 ane2, were alluded to previously. Level 1, reflecting

informatiOn needs to make decisions about individual students, is of,j''

prime' concern among'teachers, specialists, guidance counselors. Level

2, reflecting informatidn needs to snake decisions about groUps of stu-

dents within a school, is also of concern for teachers, but somewhat

more so among department chairpeople, grade level coordinators, and

principals. Level 3, reflecting information needs to make decisions

about groups across schools, is the concern of decision makers at

LEA, SEA, federal leVels; and the general public.
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Test Uses/Issues in District One
lfi*

In one of the schools in this district, an elementary school, respon-

dents did not appear'to value the district testing program. There was an

impression that.the school administration, which hid been recently appointed,

Was selected to stress the district' program and the need for accountability

at the level of the school. Respondents seemed not to see the pur-

pose:nor the relevance of this testing program. They did seem to be

concerned with the kinds-of tests available; their match with class-

room curricular concerns, and the instructional unit at which the test,/

has decision- making relevance. Teachers here werelargely concerned

that the tests being used did not seem to match their instructional

concerns and related information needs. They saw little coherence in'Ahe

district /school testing policy and expressed little confidence,in its

classroom use.

In another- elementary school in this district, the school administration-

and some of the curpi-culum and resource specialists seemed to concern

theMselves to an extent with accountability (level 3) decisions, but

the teachers did not seem overly concerned with this ttate of affairs.

It appeared that they not only went about the'business of making their

in-class andin-school (level 1 and 23 decisions, but also received
.

a level of expert assistance in making these decisions that was not

encountered in the first school.

The third school visited in this district was a high school. Perhaps

'44.1

the most severe problem at the school is the fact that most of its students

'do not graduate. In an attempt to specifically pinpoint student deficiencies

a
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and make appropriate curriculum changes, the norm-referenced test being

administered -- the CTBS --.had not proved useful. There was a.

hope among staff that the district testing program (as well as improved

use of department tesis) would come to Serve al:student motivators and

as a-means to restructure the curriculum.

District Summary .

Several testing issues emerged in this district. First, the state-

4 required testing program was still in a formative stage. The,district

testing program, which responded to state competency testing, was'equally

,recent. The district program seemed intended not only to serve the

needs for competency testing but also to help standardize the curricu,

3um district wide. At one school it was ,se.en_by.teacherscas no more

than another accountability measure;, if it had,some instructional value,

it was not seen by the teachers. 'In this school, teachers seemed.to

have-little sense of district, or school, testing policy. Teachers

seemed to feel that.required testing served only level 3 decisions; it

-' helped them .not at all with level 1 and level 2 decisions and, indeed,

may get in the way of teachersusing:measures of their own choice for

these purposes.
9

In the second school, teachers seldom mentioned the district testing

program. The 'teachers here perhaps understood the' purposes of the pro-

graeand so felt less,threatened_by it: On the other hand, they simply,

may not care either way if it does not get in the way of their clasr?om

ac/
4446

tivities'. One explanation is that concerns of,thedistrict testing program

`(and level 3. decisions) are seen in-this school as the responsibility , of

f.f
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the school administration and specialists. It appeared that these

1

specialists, some of whom were concerned about the amount of testing .

taking place, used the district measure not.on,ly for district concerns

but also, where appropriate, to help classroom teachers with their

internal level 1 and level 2 decision.

In the third school, standardized' tests administered in the past

had served no purposes in instructional improvement. There was a dis-

tinct-impression that the school was assuming a'policy of "wait and

see" in the hope that the *w testing pr gram 'would help them.

In general, the district testing program seemed to suffer from

lack of clear policy and guidelines; in only one of the elementary

schools, was there any sense of leaderihip in the instructional Ose

of assessment information. It seemed that at the high school a policy

was- emerging which -may lead to a sense of ownership of the testing prp-

gram.

Test Uses/Issues in District Two k

In one of the elementary schools in this district, a prime concern

of the teachers was that tests would be used not only,; to monitor building

progress, but also to evaluate teacher performance. The-principal stated

thatif teachert believe they will be evaluated on the basis of.test

scores, this is acceptable if that is what is required to achieve In-

. 4

structional improvement.'

In the second school visited, a high schoOl, the impact of minimal

competency testing and the time devoted to this testing has had a profOund

Influence both on teacher attitude toward required testing and also toward
-
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the uses they make of other kinds of tests.

In the third school visited, also a high school, the impact, of
°A.

minimal competency testing was felt to be. equally high, influencing

58

not only the amount of testing taking place but aqsp the confeht of .

instruction in the classroom.

1.

District Summary

The advent of minimum competency testing has had an observable
-

and, from the standpoint of:some respondents, a negative effect on r

regular classroom instructionAve& kinds of resource options made

available to teachers. While the effect seemed to be more pronounced

at the high schools, it also had a bearing on the policies of elementary

schools visited.

In many respects,, teacher concern for amount of testing, kinds

of tests administered, and the uses to which 1110
,

are put echoed the

' kinds of.responses encountered inthe first district visited. This

is e'Speciajlly true with respect to minimal competency testing.

. Test Uses /Issues in District Three

IT) one of this district's elemintary.schools, while there:were

some eacher-perceived prOblems with testing, teachers seemed to view

4
s as'a more is'ful decision-making tool than was the case in the'

first two districts. The test selection/development/use inservice

offered in this district appeared to strongly influence f4acher4:cceptance

.-
. ,

and'use of test'results,

,, -/J

. Of equal importance, however; are the services

-/) ,.offeYed by the AEA, a kind of teacher center in which advice, technical
r

assistabce, and actual tests can be constructed/selected by teachers. .

. -
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Another factor appearing to influence teacher use of tests was

the atmosphere in which testing policy is conveyed. The distri t and

school administration apparently set broad test information resuire-
J

-ments,intended to serve both external accountability and internal

instructioilimprovement needs,in which departments and teachers have

several options.'

One ofthe respondents in the first school visited described the

history of the district's-approach to testing and th role Of centralized

training and technical assistance: As a media specialist responsible"

for providing "teachers with the materials they need to teach kids,"
. .

several years ago he developed an interest in computer assisted instruction.

His interest in CAI led to using local computer services for test

scoring and data analysis:' This led to a district interest in "computer

analysis ratherthan hand scoring, to ,give you a better idea (of)

where the kids are ... You don't have the time or the expertise in

theclassroom, generally, tochi that; the computer does it in one

fell swoop." This quick and accurate scoring service, covering all

thevarious kinds of tests used, was available -to any teacher in the
0 .

district. Over the years, fOrther, the link from CAIto'test scoring
o '

and analysis 'fed to a further computer application: That is, teac4rs

had'gradually developed large banksof educational objectives, had

written or-adapted hundreds. of :test items written at varying levels

of difficulty, and could resort to the computer files to call out a

particular kind of'test for a particular instructionae-purpose.. Over

the years i-t'appears that local teacher involvement, with technical

OS
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assistance and leadership from the AEA and district officials, has

led to a greater degree-of test sophistication and test use among

°teachers than was the case in district.one and two schools.

Thereore, while some teachers expressed concerns about such prob-
..

lems as the lateness of receiving the results of the standardized test

as well as their relevance for some classroom objectives, these criti-

cisms did not carryover to testing in general. Indeed,.some of

the tests used were seen as invaluablfor both teachers and students.

Tests seemed also to be used as instructional motivators whose results were

discussed by teacher and students as one more source of diagnostic

information. The link between testing policy and test use seemed
,

clearer than in the first two districts. In the third district teachers

seemed to feel the testing program was in part their own, to be used

i
,

. ,

for their level 1 and 2 classroom decisions as well as for school and

. district accountability matters, and to'be tempered by teachers;
. .

professional interactions with their stud nts-
,

The second school visited, also-.an/elementary school, appeared

similar to the-first in terms of uses of assessment information. The

Dc

'normreferenced test In use ..the ITBS -L.did not appear to receive'

a'great deal of emphasis for clatsroom decisions, although it was useful°

IA the administration in making decisions about building-level Jeffec-

tiveness.

District developed-and 'validated tests did appear to be weighed

, heavily for certain kinds of within-class decisions'as well as for

/

teacher self-monitoring. For many of these decisions, further, teachers
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-also relied on less formal means of assessment in the interests of

Making the best instructional decisions.

.The third school visited was a high school. Here:some:of

the school staff interviewed seemed knowledgeablelin some cases,.

almost expert) in matters of testing and test use,-especially in

the math department. Indeed, the-school administration e re?ei

tope that the model of the math department would eventually t ansferr)

to other departments. To be effective, however, they believed that

this must occur naturally wtth no direct interference from the adminis-

tration. A

In this-school, the principal and associate principal emphasized

the crucial role of the district in sponsoring within-school and cen-

tralized opportunities for technical assistance in testing. This school

also seemed to exemplify the best-ui'es of pertain Rinds of tests. In

terms of ,ie 1TED, its use, as seen by the school administration, was

expressedlfellowt: We need.at least one outside-measure, some-
.,

thing outside of our own control ... so we can just have a benchmark...
.

that we can compare with",in terms of'scimol-level performance. Beyond

t that, item analysis of ITED scores might lead,to-discuSsion between

the associate prinFipal and a departMent chair if test score, trends,

Wier ftme,. were consistently poo'r in certain areas. "Should this indi-

. tt,

cation lead to courip modification? Adding something to instruction?
,

Do instructors want to add "this area to instruction? Do they want to

leave it out because they don't-think its important?" This kind of
. ,

discussion indicated a measure of department autonomtor, at least,

.negotiated ,decision- making.

68
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In 'this school in'general, and:iti the math department in partictilar,

the school-developed measures appeared to be accepted and used by

teachers. Departmental autonemy,iptesting and the inservice-and tech-
.

nical assistance made available, appeared to have stimulated local de-
?

velopment of tests th t are quickly accessible, fit teachers' practical

.needs, and have high co ent and classrobn relevance -Standardized

tests were primarily used by the school administration, and seemed to

be viewed neither Vs, threat .nor as an unnecessary burden by the

teachers.

. District Summary

This distridt clearly had a different approach to testing and

testing. policy than the first two. It appeared thatthe district establishes,

broad policy for'schools,-and the schools, in turn, set broad policy

'for the instructional. teams in theelementary schools 'and the depart-

ments in the'high sohools. Test administration, quality, and level
- 4

I and 2 uses were Also focused at the level of team or department.
. .

In addition, both. he district central office and staff of the AEA pro-
.

vided active leadership 'in the development of tests and their instructional

uses. PolicY:wasclear., lhough flexible; it seemed to reflect an organi-
'..- .

. ,

.

zational'system whose units could "couple" or "de-coupler as described
- ,

.

in Barikand Williams 0981).1 A great deal of the testing' appeared to
,

, .

be "owned" by the school
.,

unit of concern -- team or department. While
..

teachers seemed lass likely to rely greatly on the. ITBS and, the ITED,

°counselors, were available to help interpret these scores and place them 4

in the larger assessment context for individual teachers. :

Teacher knOwledge of, tests and testing appeared to be greater than

:69
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in the first two districts. There also appeared to be more,inservice

and there was certainly much more technical assistance available in

the third dittrict. This has led to the development of tests of

higher quality which apparently have marked instructional relevance

for the teachers. The testing situation appears to tome close to the teacher's

Ideal (as.We described it on page 16). That,is., the overall testing program:_

o offers tests oriented to classroom teachers

..° permits teachers to use tests so as to meet their practical
,owactivities and exigencies

°"does notforceteachers to emphasize tests which do not fit their

practical demands

°\;14ermits:teachers to administer/use a variety of tests

o is sensitive to the exigencies IV teaching-as-practiced.

In this district, further, the merits of different kinds of measures

were not discussed by the participants in an adversarial setting.

Instead, the teachers, pri cipals, and district officials seemed to

;accept the need or and v ue in generating information that will pAnt

the big (norm-referenced) picture, that will.' provide a wide-angle view

about groups and,programs. They did not over-emphasize this picture.

They also accepted the need to generate informatiom about the individual"

students and classrooms (criterion-referenced or objectives-based)
0

that together make up the big picture. They did not over-emphasize the-
'.

value of this picture either. 4
,They seemed to be using the right kind of test to get. the larger

aggAgate picture, and a series of other, equally appropriate measures, ,

to get a 0variety of snapshoig with a closer focus and with greater

c 70
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detail, of the separate parts of the picture. The district, the

central figure, has supplied the camera -- the means to get thedifferent

pictures -- and takes the kind of shot with the degree of resolution

it neelo. The schools and classrooMs use the same camera, but they

select a kind of film that meets, their needs, and then choose an angle,

focui, and degree of resolution sensitive enough to get the 'eries

of shots that they need. The end result seemed to. be a montage reflecting

different degrees of instructional progress among different aggregates

of students at varying points in time.

As with other activities stemming from our test use planning

work, information collected and analyzed seemed to clarify the most

critical areas to pursue in our national survey, as well as the mapner

inwhich to pursue the areas.
,/,7"

The next section of the report discusses the manner in which the

national sample was selected and presents the results, of questionnaire

data collection and inalyses.

4
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THE NATIONAL, SURVEY

Sampling Methodology

As mentip ed previously, we intended for the survey to be national

in scope o provide both descriptive and inferential data relating to

a ser es of practical and policy matters, and were guided by our planning

65

wor
0
k as we conceived of the design for the survey, drafted questionnaires,

and considered the sampling plan. The sample had to be selected as to

obtain a national picture of the uses of achieveinent testing, and we had

limited resources to do this. Teachers were the primary target of the

survey because they conduct a great deal Of achievement testing and are

therefore in one of the most strategic positions from which to judge the

relevance of testing'proghms in terms of criteria we have alluded to

throughout this report. Inadditions to collect confirmatory data and

infOrmation on relevant contextual variables, prfncipals'of selected

schools and district testing officers were also sefected as study

respondents.

The Test Use Project's earlier fieldwork had demonstrated that fre-

quency and uses of tests vary with*grade,level of students. The survey

r tot -

s

therefdre included the fourth, sixth, and tenth grade levels, '(Rationale'

\J
for the selection of these grade levels has been provided in earlier Test

Use Project reports;)

Because the focus of much testing is in the basic skills areas, the

study targeted assessment in reading, language arts, and mathematics.

Elementary school teachers were asked questions pertaining to both reading/

languagearts and mathematics assessment. At the tenth grade level,
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language arts (English) and mathematics teachers were asked about assessment

in their respective fields.

The survey was directed to two elementary and two secondary schools in each

selected school district; with two fourth and two sixth grade teachers in each

. selected elementary school, and two language arts and two mathematics leachers

in each selected secondary school. The target was about 400 teachers of each

type. Si7e many districts have -only one secondary school, it was necessary

to sample in excess of 100 districts to meet this objective.

The sample was selected to be sufficiently representative of the target

populations as to generalize to these populations throughout public schools.

Factors that guided the selection included the district's minimum competency

testing status, student enrollment, SES, geographic region, and metropolitan

4
status.

Because the data collected in the study are being used to provide the

basis for inferences about the influences of various contextual factors,

the project was careful to design a sampling plan that would obtain

general representation over the variables of interest. The conception,

development, and refinement of the sampling plan proceeded as follows.
. .

$

le

The Initial Plan

The initial conception of the plan was topaw a sample of approximately

100 districts to yield a total respondent sample of 2,100 individuals.

Allowing for the inevitable shrinkage which occurs with the use of mailed

questio4naires, this size of sample was considered to be an adequate basis

for inferences about the nature of achievement tests in current clasfrOom

use. An illustration of kipof respondent by school district is seen in

Table 5.

0
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Table 5

Number of Respondents by Type for each District

Respondent Classification '

District Testing Officer

Elementary School Principals

High School Principals

. Fourth Grade Teachers

Sixth Grade Teachers

Number for each District

.1

2. IV

2

4

. (2 in each,/pf 2 schools)

4

(2 in each of 2 schools)

Tenth Grade Teachers, language' arts 4

(2 in each.-of 2 schools)

Tenth Grade Teachers, mathematics 4

(2 in each of 2 schools)

TOTAL 21

The initial'design called for a proportional probability sampling

(PPS) strategy to draw a sample of districts and schools-with a probability

of being selected proportional to their size and representation in the popu-

lation by state testing criterion (i.e.,state assessment and minimum

competency testing status).

Duringthis stage of our thinking, we considered the factors that

might be used to-'stratify the population of districts for sampling pur-
7

poses; e.g., presence of minimum competency testing, size and location

of district, etc. In that some strata'would have no comparative useful-
.

negs in the study, our interest in them was limited to ensuring that

74
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interesting population features would be present in the sample in

proportion to their representation in that population,. We felt, at

this time, that the most direct manner of obtaining a sample ofdis.-

tricts was to array them in a nested ordering representing the specific

characteristics of interest, and then to sample them with a probability

proportional to their sizes.

The major features in this initial conception of the sampling design

were the minimum competency testing matrix and geographical region. Dis-

tricts were to be ordered in the cells of the MCT matrix by geographi-

cal region. The districts would not need to be ordered by size because

the PPS scheme would select them in' a-fashion properly representing

this variable.

Within districts, schools were to be selected by randomly drawing

one low SES and one middle or high SES elementary chool from a list

of such schools and by stilaely drawing the two scondary schools.

At the elementary school level, lower SES schools wpre defined as

those receiving,ESEA Title I funds, and higher .SES as those receiving

no compensatory education funding. Aid to'families with_dependent

children (AFDC) was used define SES.at the high school.
,- ,

Because aigreat many of the 'districts initthe United States are
, ...s.

.
..

too small to-have two eleTentary schools or (especially) two high

schools, districts would be selected with probability proportional

4
to size, so as to reduce the likelihood of drawing a very small district.

The teachers would be selected by draiwing two teachers at random

from a list of target teachers at each desired grade leve. At the

. elementary school level, target teachers were defined by grade level

taught. At:the secondary level, target teachers were defined as those
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teaching the subject area classes with greatest enrollment at their
p.

school; i.e., the most common mathematics and language arts classes

for tenth graders. If time pressures could not be controlled, an algo-

rithm for making such a selection would be described to the principal;

who would then make the selection.

The samples obtained by this method would represent the responses

of the "typical" teacher or principal, in that larger places (employing

more of these people) would be more likely to appear in the sample than

would smaller places, while the probability of including specific districts

wbuld.be inversely related to their size. The net result wouldbe that

all teachers would have about an equal chance to 6e selected into the study;

the same.would be true of principals.

Respondents in districts offices, however, would not have ,equal

probability of selection, and if their responses were to' be analyzed

withoutweighting for selection probabilities, they would represent

responses characterizing the environment of the "typical* student' (as

if we had selected the district officers with equal probability and

weighted for district size). To obtain a characterization of the

"typical district," it would be necessary to weight the responses 4,

by the selection probability (found'by -Wing the ratio of the district's

enrollment used in the selection procedure to the total enrollment

over al.l districts).

Our thinking at this stage was that the mo'st desirable analyses

would be those involving no weighting (except as may have been needed

when dealing with very small gstrict),.and the.sampligg would reflect

concern for,representation of the primary target population -7 teachers.
-% -.
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Revised Sampling Design

Toward. the end of 1980, the initial sampling plan underwent a

process of internal and external review. During the review process,

it became clear that while the plan could be improved, certain features

of .the,initial plan should be retained. For example, teachers remained

as the primary focus of interest,- MCT and geographical region were

still used to define districts; -low and.high SES definitions of schools

were as previously described in this sections the number of respondents

,

of each type by district would remain constant (as seen in Table 51,

-

However, the review process revealed that while the PPS-based

design would be adequate for the study's descriptive purposes, its

. .

capacity for allowing analytic, policy-relevant comparisons wasjimited.

A series of project meetings led to the decisidn to replace the initial

sampling procedure'by a probability lattice methodology. The sample so

produced, with minimal weightings, meets both the descriptive needs of

the study -- to provide a nationwide picture of-assessment piactjces-

and Uses, and its analytic needs -- comparisons by SES, MCT, within ,

dittricts,etc:.

As was.the case with the original design, in the revised plan

O -

1,600.of the target population consisted of elementary and secondary

teachers; approximately 400 were school prfhcipals, and'another 120

were district testing officers.

.The sampling was conducted in three stages:.

11) selection of 120 districts from a highly stratified sampling

eA
. frame

(/ .' .

.
0

t',(2)
"
selection)of two elementary and two secondary schools
(size permitting) from-each district

.

r
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(3) selection of four teachers from each selected

The selection-of each stage was devised so that collectively the three

.7
stages produced a sample of teachers that was approximately self -

weighting; that is, the overall selection probabilities for.teachers

Was approximately equal.

First Stage (Selection of Districts)

Our sample called for a relatively small first-stage sample from

a highly stratified sampling frame. With conventional stratification,

the number of strata cannot exceed sample size, thus precluding

usefulness for'o r purposes. Although a number of stratification

Ik4mschemes introduced ov the past thirty years-do noehave this limi-

tation, most require symmetrical joint distributions over the stra-

tification factors, which generally are not present in naturally
,9

occurring populations. Jessen (1970) has presented several' schemes

that do not require such symmetry under the collective label "proba-

bility lattice sampling."

With probability lattice sampling (P ) (Jessen, 1970), we were

able to obtain a sample that was similar to tin square, experimen-

lal design. The)fampling universe was stratified into several levels

for each of several factors, and the sample thgt was selected simul-

4 , 4
,

e.,
taneously represented each level of each factor in predesignated pro-

',-

portions. This result -i-s obtained with probabilitfes-propor 1

. ..

to. size even though the cells formed. by tie multiple stratific oW'
. .

have different.measures-of-sizelMOS). Indeed, most cif then cells ,.,
. .

.

0.
. lk

111 .

.0 ,

,.
in our sampling frame had zero MOS, (i.e., were.enTtY)., .

.
.
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Public schbol districts were the sampling units for the first.,.

tage. The sampling population 'excluded Alaska and Hawaii, as well.

as districts that are not unified. The data source was District File,

a listing of all U.§. public school districts by Market Data Retrieval

(MDR), 1980. The school districts in the sampling population numbered

13,815, with a combined reported student 'enrollment of 41,589,605.

Stratification

Five stratificatiori variables were chosen to enhance the analytic

and descriptive quilities of the sample:

(1) :minimum competency testing status

4k (2) size of student enrollment

(3) SES of attendance area

10*-400.
*

n

(4) =geographic region ,

(5) metropolitan* status

Ainimum.Competency Testing Status. Districts were categorized

according to the status of minimum competency testing (MCT) in their

. respective states. Thiscategorization, based on Gortji (1980) and

Kaufman (1979), reflects whether a MCT program exists, whether MCI

is a requirement for promotion or graduation, and whether the state
.

allow locallocal districts the option of designing or selecting the, tests

ii

to b ed. Thus; there were five strata:

(1) MCT not required for graduation
or promotion; no local option

's

0

D

# districts % total enrollment

2703 19

ro

er



(2) MCT mot required for graduation or
Promotion; local options.

.

(3). MCT required for graduation or
promotion; no local option.

(4) MCT required for graduation or

.promotion; local options.

(5) No MCT program mandated, for
implementation by 1981 at

. state level.

f districts.

2065

980

1778

, -

6289

13815

73

% total enrollment

13

Size of student enrollment. Thq enrollment strata were designed tb

assure representation
fromivery-small, small, medium, large, and very large

districts. In setting the class limits, special attention was paid to

Pfevious CSE research that found that the organization Of district admini-

stration and use of resources in testing is significantly different for

districts that are,.. Bove certain size thresholds (Lyon, 1978). The five

strata are:

(3) 10,000

(4) 25,000

f districts % total enrollment

4,999 1.-2661 37 .

9,999 1059 18

- 24,999 514 p

- 44,999.
.105 , 8

(5) 45,000 -

ir

e 1 4
76 -' -

13415 100

4

Of these\five strata, numbers 2) - (5),are identical with thosiused in the

4

Lyon study just cited. An additional, smaller strata (1) was addethere to,

t

Yr
assure representation of .staller'districts.



SES of attendance area The MDR data file indexes schoO districts

into four categ9ries based upon calculations of the Orshansky Index. These.

categories were collapsed into three strata:

f districts % total enrollment

-(1) .1 - 4.9% (wealthiest) 1907 16

(2) 5.0 - 24.9% 9051 69

. . .

(3) 25.0 - (poorest). 2857 15

MTS W.

Geographic region. Four strata were defined in order to assure repre-

sentation across'the continental United States:

(1) Northeast -- Connecticut, Delaware, district of Columbia,

Maryland, , i
New:Pampshire, New Jersey, New

York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont. ,

2718 districts 25% of total-enrollment
.-

.

(2) Southeast -- Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,_Kentucky,

Louisiana, MississiRpi, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Tennessee, Virginia,. West Virginia.

.1736 districts 24% of total enrollment

(3) Middle-- Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigah;_Minnesota,

Missouri, Nebraska, North, Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin.

5279 districts 27% of total enrollment

(4) West ---"Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, MOntafta,.Nevada,

New Mexico, Oklahoma, Oregon, Texas, Utah, Washington, Wyoming.

4092 districts 25% bftbtal enrollment
r

(These divisions are identical to those used by the"National Education

Association in-its..annual survey of teachers' activities and opinions.)

t.
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Metropolitan status. The MDR data file groups school districts into

three levels of metropolitan status. These groupings were adopted as strata

to reflect different degrees of urbanness:

(1) Central: City

(2) Urban Fringe

'(3) Non-metropolitan

sr*

Sampling Frame

# districts 'total enrollment

915 31

3354 32

9546 37

13815' 100

From the five stratification variables, a 900-cell matrix was fashioned

that has 75 rows and 12 columni:°

V

(MT) x (size) x-(SES)
75 rows

4

ego

(region) x (metro status) r

12 columns

11111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111
9111111111111M111111

4
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Upon allocating to 13,815 districts,in the sampling'population.among

the tells of this matrix, nine full .rows were foynd to be unoccUpied,

'as were anaddional 436 cells. The occupied cells, then, numbered

3g6.

O

Sampling froirthis matrix in such a manner that each occupied ,

row and column (bgtnot each celliis represented had"the effect

,

of crossing the two colion factoers in factorial fashionindsimi-

larly crossing the three row factors in "near" factorial fashion; the,-;

exception, of course, is that ninecothbinations,of the row factors did

not exist in the population of districts. The methods used to achieve

this sampling are described below.,

-,.1".1';Vrta..V.

Selection Procedure .

. ,
....

The sample size of districts was set at 120 rather than 160 -8s

envisioned in the original sampling:plan. The larger sample size pirtly'

offset the fact that many of the smaller districts have only one high

school, and some may have just one elementary school-,
:, . .. .

.

, The selection.probabilities for districts were set proportional

to ,a measure-of4ize (MOS), namely, student enrollments reported in

,

4

#-1

the MDR data file, WithproPerly coordinated sel-dction probabilities

at the successive two stages,, our sampling of teachers theoretically

could have been self- Weighting (i.e., equal probability) without the

inconvenience Qf a. highly variable sample size for teachers., However,
' ,

as amplifie41 ter in' this seotion,,analytic and cott,considerationsIled

tit-to modify t procedure so that the sampling in self-weighting was

. f

approxitate,i-a her than exact.

.. '`.'

0.
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Weighting. T enhance the analytic charloteristics of the

sample we undersam ed from two strata:

(1) MCT Stratum"#5 -- no minimum competency testing program at
state level%

.

(2) Size Stratum #1 -- districts with enrollment less than 5,000.

Undersampling'from MCT.Stratum #5 permitted the selection from the

strata of correspondingly more districtg that have greater analytic interest;

i.e., those with some MCT program in fore or to be implemented by

1981: A target of approximately 20 districts in MCT Stratum #5 was

accordingly set, and the weight for this stratum was set at 0.6. A. .

target of approximately 25 districts was set for Size Stratum #1. in d 1

order to avoid over-burdening the sample with small districts, which in

some respects are of less interest to this study because they draw fewer

federal and state dollars and allocate fewer local resources to testing

(Lyon, et al, 1979). Accordingly, the w fight for this stratum was

qlset at 0.7.. In order to accommodate the e two weightings into the..
,.--

samplirig frame, weights were required for other Cells as well: cells

that were jointly inMCT Stratum f5 and Size Stratum #1 were weighted ty
0,

0.42; cells that were.part of neither of these strata were weighted by

:The,ymPTication of ,the above weighting Scpeme was to specify a,

Ompl rids that was distribd ed across the various stra as
A. _

AP

depictd i j 1 able / 6. Table-6 also in jl udes the actualgample allocation
.

that r suite d\.
01

Cell selection., the.'first-stage elkiion of school distrIcts was

actually accomplished in'two -"gib-stages,: --.120 cell selections from
. .

,.

84
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Table 6.

Allocation of District Sample Among Strata

Variable Level

Expected

Allocation*
Actual

Target Sample

MCTStatus 1 27.1 27

18.2 18

3 28.5 - 28

4 25.4 0 26.

5 20.9 21

Enrollment 1 25.5 25

2 25.7 26

3 26:7 27

4 12.3 1(2

5. 29.84 30

SES 1 17.8 17

2 85.4 86
L°

3 16.9- a 17

Region 1 31.4

2 31.0 33

3 27.5 27

b Metropolitan

4 .

1 : ,

28.2

47,4

, 29

47

Status
2 35..9 36

3i 36.7 37

78

Responding
Districts**

22

17

21

16

1.5

19

22

22'

9

19

15

.

.4. 15

22

28.

22

19. '

. .
33

27

31

I

The frictional por ion olW the all cations sflpuld be interpreted as. he

probabilUies with whibh an 401it onal district should be selected from
the respective str tumY'Por xam 1.e, 27-dittricts are to be selected

from MCT stratum. fl , with eAgn p ercent chance of selecting a 28th. e

. .

--
\

**,Corrected weights frdipondiu taL.the--ftgureSlin this column will be

incorporated and used throotout'the ana1Sese 'of-the final report. 1 .. .

Preliminary results reporpd in tpis document were computed usingequal

weights. .

e
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the sampling frame, then the selection-of one district for each

cell selection.
V

A
The previously described PLS that we used required uTito,ar-

bitrarily designate a "feasible set" of lattices for the frame,

each'of which satisfies the pre-designated quotas for each stratifying

factor.. For example, where the stratifiCAtion quota is three, each

feasible lattice designation is required to include three non-

zero cells for that stratum. Each lattice was assigned a. selection

.%
probability. The number of lattices in the feasible set and their

selection probabilities are not jointly artibrary, but are determined by

4 a set ofldecision rules that guarantee that the sum of probabilities

for all. lattices that'inc }ude a particular cell is proportional to the

MOS for that cell. Finally, obisery the assigned selection probabili-
.

°ties, we selected one lattice fr feasible set to obtain the

sample of cells:

Since some of the larger cell were designated more than once (in

accordance with 6411 size), the total number of district cells in our

selection. lattice was only 98.

' Selection of districts within cells. School districts were sampled

froM selectecrcells with probabilities propOrtional to Me (again,

district enrollmentl: The propedOe was to,list the 'districts within

cells in alptiabe ic order, cumulate the MOS, tfien select a random number,
.

- between one (1.0) and the total M0 for that cell. By mathing the.

random number of the cumulative MOS, the sampled d strict was identified.

This process'was repeated in .dells selected Store -than once..

:86
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Anticipating that some districts would refuse to participate in

1

the study, a-nonresponse strategy was develOped. At the district
.

level, non-cooperating districts were replaced from the same cells from

which the' refusals came.

Second Stage (Selection of Schools1

As noted earlier, the sample design called for selection with pro-

babilities proportional to MO two elementary and two secondary%

schools from each selected district. (Many of the smaller districts,

of course, yielded'only one secondary school.) The procedure for

this selectio was4s follows.

'Before'' é initial district contact, a list of schools and their

enrollments as obtained from data files prepared by the Office.of Civil
o

Rights and t e National Center for Education Statistics. If the district

as large, pre-selection of eight elementary and four secondary schools

Was made using systematic sampling to select with probabilities pro-

portiona9 to size.

'A protocol was then designed to structure initial telephone con=

tacts with officials of selected districts. During the course the

district contact, the list of pre-selected schools was read to a district

official; who was asked totrank them according to percent AFDC,'percent

receiving freelunch, orianother local y salient poverty status variable.
s

A cumulative list of thetI1400 for' the r nked schools was .calculated, and
t

y

a.systematic sampling was used to make he selections with'proba ilities

proportional to MOS.,,In the case of large districts'where..a pre-selection

Was'Inade as diftiqfied above, actual selectionofthe four schools to be

included in the sample was made with eqyal probabilities since a MOS

selection had already been thade. jh4sselection process had the effect

87 -
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of stratifying within the district on the basis of poverty status.

Where a school declinedto cooperate (or the district refuied to permit

sampled school to participate), another school in theappropriate

poverty strata was chosen frOm the pre-selected subset.

Third Stage (Selection of Teachers)

The four teacher typesj(fourth grade, sixth grade, tenth grade

language arts, tenth grade mathematics) were treated asseparate populations.

As noted earlier, a sample of two teachers was targeted'from each

type.

In order to.complete the self-weighting nature of the survey sample,

it would have been necessary to collect lists of the four teacher types

for each. school, or at least the numbers thereof. Selection pbabilities

would then have been calculated as functions of the MOS used in the

second-stage selection of the respective schobls:

2(K)

4.... (MOS for school)

( where K, which is equal to 12 times the national average (or typical)

pupil/teacher ratio, accounts for the fact that MOS 4n1 the first stages

was based on student enrollments ratherthan numbers of teachers. Tips,

the ovealf selection prAtabilities would have been constant except for the

effect of the 'stratum weights applied in the first stage sampling:

TOO(W)(district MOS)` 2(school M S)

lkcdistrict MOS). x district MOS

whereis the stratum weight.

2(K) . 400(Wi)(K)

(school MOS) (district MOS

8
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The above procedure would have provided the expectation of two

teachers of each type from each.school with just four distinct value's for

W.. However, that procedure had two significant drawbacks: (1) it would

have required additional phone contacts before sampling could be completed;

and (2) the variation of sample size from each school could have allowed one

or more respondents in a given category to be selected:
,

Because of these problems,- we devised a procedure, based on previous

CSE survey research, in which the respective principaf/s were provided with

a systematic sampling protocd1 enabling them to select two teachers at /

random from the appropritte categories. The variability in third- /

stage selection probabilities has slight if any effect, and the cost

$4iand time savings, as well as analytical advantages; are signif5cant.
/

Principals were provided with extra questionnaires and directions for

selecting,, where possible, alternate respondents in.,-the case of teacher

non-response.

**
Questitnineire developMeht. Questidhnaire devajopment drew upon the

.

theory of test use and the conceptual scheme previously descibed. De-
,

A

4

velopment efforts were informed by the experiences.of and information emanating

from the various prolgct planning aCThities. These sources enabled us

to draw up specifications to describe content areas that the pestionnaire-

items would tap. From these specifications, items .sets were constructed

for the teachers' and principals' questionnaires.
)

, Draft questionnaires were reviewed by savariety of experts an prac-

titioners as described in our interim-report to the NIE, January 1981. In

additio questionnaires were piloted with principals and teachers (N.50)

in three phases in both a large, urban school district and iii a

[s

mall,
'

"11

O
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suburban'fliqrict in the Salth'ern California Pe4.n, Eacht*of th&three

c :
t-p ie

,,. :,* . . ,.
'pilohases, n conjunctov with expert views rion:w exper re,elpo'vided information that

,.
.

- .. J'
was u"sed fhAke successive revisions of each Of the questionnaires..

. .. , ,.
,

c ..., .

Teachers aid princ4pals participating in the field test were selectively' .

. ; .

interviewed about the, instrumenti all completed summary and item -by-item
7

....

3' s

83
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questionnaire review forms.

As a result of these procedures,A01. of the draft questionnaires were

extensively modified, so 'as to focussweeffectively on the information

needed by the project while minimizing the response burden for individual'

respondents. The questionnaires were formatted so as to facilitate coding

and data processing.

The teacher survey was.constructed in two forms, elementary and secon-

dary, to accomodate the obvious differences in class. structure. At the

elementarylvely the questionaire askedsteachers about testing in both

fmathematWs and.reading.42`At the secondarylevel, the questionnaire asked

mathematiq and English/readjing teachers about testing activities and test
4.

use,only their subject field.- Both teacher., questionaires contain a

common core of questions about perceptions, instructional organizaticin,

training and experience, leadership, and other'contextual information.

/ The principals' questionnaire is not differentiated by. school level;

it does differ, however, from the teacher questionnaire in the type
01

of tests and the uses to which it\refei.s so as to further reduce the

response burden for teachers and to provide a means of confirming their

contest statements. Copies of the questionnaires in their finalform
6

* are appended tehisTeportl.

rN
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Contacts with distrfcts and schools.. Following the revised sampling

design, 120 school districts were selected during the first stage. (One

hundredfourteen school. districts were actually selected. Since the

probhility of egivn district's selection was. proportional to a measure

of size, several large distrcts were selected more than once. In these

districts, the' usual set dychools tokbe selected per district--iwo

elementary schbolsand two high schools--were increased times the numbr .

of times the district Wasselected.)
4

Initially each sampled district-as contred by phone, and once

the appropriate member of the district staff was identified, three

matters were dealt wttb:-

(a) The agreepent'of the district to participate tags obtaided. In

many cas14,tbis was not granted until disttIct, ersonnel had

had a chaoce to review- he overall obleCtives of the project

a

4

and the actual questionnaires to be used. This introduced
0

some delay into.the procedut4, butthe view was taken that the

district was entitled to rec- eive tithe fullest information.about

the project, itaf theteem'Could providg. .

.

(b) The assistancetbf the district in.seledtinkg schools in-accordance 'f

.
with the samplimb fhme wad sought. Once schOolsWere identified,

procedures J'!:)r obtai046rthe coopevationlof the prInCipals
.

were discussed. In some cases, the-ptrict made all, the .

0

arrangements and requestesi.p4'.CSEIsend all packets o question-

naires to-the distr4ot=for_djstdbmWn. the-major -ty of

districts, however, it, was agreed that0SE would contact 'the 1:
4 ,

.

.t
" .%

schools directly.

0

1 r.



(c) An indepth interview was conducted to determine the district's

4 85

/g,

. policy regardihg assessment, mandated testing programs,

inservice training for teachers in evaluation procedures, etc.

Detailed information regarding the size, structure and demographic

characteristics of the district were also recorded'.
t4.

Although-in some instances a single telephone call. was suffidient,lor most

districts it was'necessary to place a number of calls to several members

of thelocal staff.
r

Questionnaires for elementary and-secondarrteachers-and-their

principals were then sent to_the s,el'ected districts in the following

manner. A package containing the principal's and teachers' lueWonnaires

was sent to the principal :f each selected school (or as noted' above,;,

tothe district headquarters). The'principal, in addition to

i'buted tie elpestion-

naires to the teachers following the method describett the otocols._
.

Teachers.then completed andlreturned their questionnairi tciCSE:

Returns from the first rund of the survey mere disappointingly low

and returning "his/her own questionnaire, also

4
0..

...... (see Table 7). PrOblems in printing the questionnair4 and in getting,

lOproVal for some istricts.to Participate AD the study, combined with
.

f. ,

unanticipated delays in tie 6;f1od.aI district- offices meant that a .

substantial number of thestimpled schodls received the pickets of ques ion-
.

fiaire mat&3a1 very closea.the end of

the questionnaires did not getlinto the

,before the. eginning oif the summer vaca
.

. to CSE .that

theschOlv.ear. hi some school , t

hands of the ;elected teachers-

tidn,...Ad other schools indicated ---
. . - .

they would be uriwilling.to provide the'reques:ted information ..°1,e

, -'' becauie-of. he pressure pf other Wk-.- e .

. .

,* ' i '

/ .
r
'

' ° , ik '.
'211;",- ., i

.

.. '

I Ot 4

4

.

4
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Response Rates.

a

4

_ar. a
86

ao

Target
S'a

Responses (Percent
received 'af .

b Jul 31 .tareet1

Responses

eceived
b Nov. 6

'(Percent
. of
--tar.et

.
.., 4

...
.

)1I''"Distri.ets-

, .

*.
-

respbnding ' 114 '53' (46%) (80%).

%.

4

Pri'ncipal's4
Questionnaires 400 144 (0%) , 222 -(56%)'

Secondary'
Teachers.
Questionnaires, 800 -244 (31%)' 372 (47%)

Elementary
Teachers
QuestiAnaires 800. 305 (38%) , 488 (61%)

It was felt that these fadts accounted for the initially loWresponse-

rates. However, this same low rate jeopardized the validity of the sampling

and hence the credibility of theiresults,.and so it was decided to eitend

the deadline for the return of questionnaires into the fall. Schools that

°did not respond in the May/June period were contacted and encouraged to

- send back completed. questionnaires in September. Replacement questionnaires

were mailed to those schools whb reported having mislaid, or not having

received the original packages. rn addition, the opportunity was taken to
1IF

ommunicated to CS theirsubstitute districts and individual schools that

,decision not to participAte in the project. These were replaced wf others.

drawn from the original master list and using the same sampling proc dures.

A
Thus, the survey wasp essentially reactivated at the end of August and during

September, and a,ma3&e effort wai'Miade to expand the pool of data-that

-

a
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would be available for analysis. Even so, schools proved slow to respondk,

and questionnaires were 'still beihg returned at the end of October. .*

To obtain th most,cpmprehensive and reliable picture of the national

scene with regard t st use, it was considered important to include as
A

many completed'quegtionnaires aspossible in the main analysis. For

'this reason, the deadline for the return of questionnaires to be included

in the statistical analysis was delayed until November 6. Table 7 gives

thelibmber of completed questionnaires received by that date, and that

constitute the sample-Tor-tne7Mitn-analysis. The response-rates, even-at-7r

the cut-off date, were still comparatively low, but since'a certain

shrinkage had been anticipated in dr" up the sample design, it was

considered that the number of returns was sufficient to welt the.
As

original analysis to proceed.

The uneven pattern of response, however, casts some doubt on the

0

validity 'of the achieved sample and certainly ensured that the intended

simple weighting design outlined in an earlier section"' of this report

ruld not be adequate. Unfortunately, the checking of the validity of
4

the sample and the calculation4Ofthe weights to beused in the main

analysis, could not be carried .out before 'the cut -off date for receipt of

questionha4es, and so toe final analyses have not yet been completed.

. However, in order to test out-the 'file handling,Va editing, and

,
' stitistical procedures and to give an indication of the major trends in

the data, most of the intended analyses have been run on the subset'af

responses that were received by July 81. Selected summaries of these

are presented in the following pages, but it must be noted that those_

94
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initial analyses were carried, out using unit weights for each district

so they should be regarded as illustrative rather han as representative

of the pattern of results to be expected in e full report...

Analytic framework. It will be- recalled from our 1980 report to the

NIE that the project's domains of interest has depicted on page lq in the

'present report) and data collected in the project's planning stage.

generated a series of hypotheses or questions to be'explored inthe

national survey. These areas are summarized here to serve as background

for the discussion of survey findings.

Federal/state/local testing requirements influence the distribution

and freqvency of types of testing at local sites, and thus bear upon .

patterns of test use. Testing.interventions such as minimum competency

testing, therefore, may impact on the organization of curriculum and

401instruction.

The organization of curriculum and instruction constitutes a major

influence, on the nature of teachers'- routine, practical activities and

decisions. We hypothesized, therefore, that a greater variety and number

itti*

of available instructional alternatives in the classrooM and school will

increase the routine tasks and decisions that require assessment ih'forma-

pion, and so influence both the patterns of testing that occur locally

and the Ways test scores are used locally.

The nature of teachers' routine, practical ac amities and decisiOns

is assumed to very with the types of students enrolled in the school

and assigned to a teacher's classroom-. Thus, the types of tests given

locally and the uses oftest results are likely to vary with the deMographio

and achievement characteristics of students in the school andclassroom.

95
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As teachers go abouethe accomplishment of their practical tasks and

decisions, the -instances in which they refel:' to test scores ,and the ways

in which they "weight" test scores are assumed to ary with their perceptions

Opinions, values, underSfandings) of tests and types of tests.

As teachers assess particular tests',a6engths and weaknesses and .

their appropriate uses, they will draw upon their educatibna1 and practical _

experiences with respect to testing. Thus, their training a0 experience

are likely to bear ultimately on their practical decisions about which

type of test scores to use and how to use them:

We assume that innovative district and school leadership can provide ,J
. .,

P
0.4

inservice training experiences that change teachers' perceptions, of the
\.,

utility of particular tests and types of tests, thus influencing teacher's'
....

practical test-use decisions. District and school leadership can also

aa'to generate tests, testing programs, and practices that facilitate

teachers' accomplishment of theirliProutine-tasks under the practical exigencies
p

of their environments.
;$,

The types of tests given locally,' and/the purposeS.for and frequency

with which they are given, will influence local type? of test scare use.
.

i

The presence/absence of one type Of test may influence the use of scores-

,1 -

from anothRi type. For example, the use ofminimum competency tests for
. ';.

.. -

_graduation may encourage teacheri to use the results of other kfnds.of.,
. ,

-
tests to lire students' progress,toward t e attainment of minimum .

\.. :7 /
competenctbs.

.

\ ,..
,,,

10.

10.
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This section of the report provides, spme backgrqund information on

the elementary school teacher sample and some, of th& chfracteristip of

'their classrooms. It also discusses the degree to which teachers make use

of various resources, the kinds of°assistance on matters of-assessment

they receive froth their districts, choo1 or district level training they

receive in testing and assessment, district use of assessment vis-a-vis

teachers' instructional practice, and patterns of district reporting a

test results back.to,teachers. This information is offered as. precursor

to a subsequent section dealing'with teacher attitude toward-testing and

their reported uses of assessment results.

Teachers' Professional Background

4 ,

The first section of the elementary school teachers' questionnaire
, .

L.-

asked respondents a series of,questions about their professional background.

. l
- ..

The fir) of these questions-' ealt with the number of, years the teacher
4

'hadteen teaching. Table 8 below illustrates the responses to this

'-', -,.
. question, with ye ars of teaching primarily broken dawn into five year periods.

Table -8 ;.

Years .of Teaching
N.(N-304)

,

Number of Years .
Number` of . ...,

Teaching
-

.
' Respondents' '. Percentage

..
.

1 - 5 54 , ' 17

6 - 16 -, 83
...',

. 8,
.

2

Y :

.1. - 15.° 71 - 23

16 - 20 ' 42 ' 14

21 - 25. .
..,

.27 ,
9 _

26 - .30 20 6
,. .

31 1.40
. 7-

, .
3 .

.\\

) ,

o4 100
. ..,:

. i , ,
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This question was follqwed,by an -item.. asking respondents how many'

years they had been teaching in their present district. fable 9 below

indicates patterns of teacher responses to this item, using the same

breakdown (1-0 years as followed in the preceding' table..

Table 9

Number of Years Teaching in.the Present District

1

Number of Years
in District

(N-304)

Number of
Respondents Percentage

6

6

16

26

31

-5

-.10

- 20

-25

- 30.

- 40

72

76

30

12

11

5

32,

24

,'25

10

4

3

2

304 100.

These data indicate a certain amount of stability among the elementarx teacher

population. Beyond the 32 percent have been in their district for

one to five years; an additional 25 percent have been in their district

for six to ten years and 25 percent for eleven to fifteen years. An

additional 10 percent have been in their preseht district for 16 to 20 years,

with the remaining 9 percent serving in the same district in excess' of 20

years.

The next questionnaire item asked teachers the highest diploma or

degree they have received._ Of the 298 respondents-, 178 (58%) had received

a bachelorOs highest degree with the remaining 125 (42%) reporting a

masters as highest degree; none of the respondents indicated receiving a

,doctorate.
w

r 98
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The year that i-espondents,received their degree is indicated in

92

Table 10 below, which again breaks down year oaf degree in five-year periods.

Table 10

Years

Year Degree Was Received

Percentage

= 297)

Number ,of

Respondents

1935 - 41 7 3

1946 7 50 8 3

195 - 55 . 12 4

1956 - 20 7

1961 - 65 33 11'

1°966. -'10% 49 17

1971 - 75 79 26

1976 - 81 30

297 100

These da would suggest that the elementary teachers constitute

-youthful population, with 56.perCent having received their highest degree

in the, last 10 years,and with almost 75 percent having received their

highest degree in the last 15 years.

, Two-hundred thirty-six teachers indicated that they had received

additional credits/units beyond their last degree, with &median value of
Of

4

23, and 16 teachers reporting 100 .or more.

Classroom Characterigtics

Of the'305 teachers responding to the questions on the number of

grades in their regulaic classroom, 273 (90%) indicated that they teach -

only one grade; 22 (7%) that they have two grades; 7 (2%) that they teach.

three grades; 2 (1%) that they have four grades; and 1 teacher reported

having five grades. The following, picture, as indicated in Table 11 ,

reflects the "modal" grades taught V the .responding sample.

1 .

99,

vs,),.
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Table 11

Grade

"Mol" Grades Taught

Grade Grade Grade

(N = 305)

Grade Grade Grade
1 , 2- 3 4 5 6 7

No. of
Teachers 5 5 11 134 43 104 2

Percent 2% 2% '4% 44% .14% 34% 1%

Of the total sample, then, 281 teachers, or 92%, clustered around grades,

fbur, five, and six--the targeted grade levels of CSE's national survey.,

The teachers were also asked a question on the average numbers of

students they presently have in their classrooms. ,Table 12 below indicates

the patterns of average numbert pf students.

Table 12

Average Number of Students in a Classroom
(N = 302)

Number of
Students

Number of Teachers
With This Size Class Percentage

(up to) 1.5 3 1

16 - 20 .17 6

21 - 25 76 . 25

'26 - 30 138 45
I ,

31 = 35 55 19

36 - 41 7 2

41 plus 6. 2

It would seem that the ."average" teacher has a class consisting of

26 to 30 students, and that the great majority of the teachers have 4.

classes comprised of 21 to 30 students.

The teachers also indicated on the survey their current,teathng

responsibilities in readin and .meth. Of the 301 respondents tp this '

item, 247 teachers (82%) each both reeding and maill;-14 teachers (5%)
4

100
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indicated that they teach math only; 36 teachers (12%) that they teach

reading only; and 4 teachers (1%) that they presently teach neither.

Most teachers deVote four to seven hours a week on reading, and four to

six hours a week on math. In terms of the different curricular levels at

which they must teach'in a given classtObm; most teachers reported having

students representing three to five different reading levels; in math,

however, most teacher's reported, having only one to three different

student levels.

Use of Resources

The next item on the survey asked teachers a variety of questions

dealing with specific resources that they may use in.the classroom.

Response rates for these questions ranged from 260. to 290. The following

picture emerged-from the,teachers' responses about their use of these

resources. In terms of teachers-having another adult under their super-

vision to help with small group/individual student work, almost 60%

indicated that this resource is not available to them either for reading

or math. Another 10% indicated that such a resource is available, for

both reading and math, but is not used, while 2%, for both reading. and

math; indicated that an adult is available but used very. infrequently.

A few teachers (1 to 3%) indicated for reading and math that an adult

might be used once or twice a month, while 20 to 25 percent indipated,

again for reading and math, that an adult aide might be used once or

twice a week.

Another item in this series on the survey asieed teachers if they

can divide up students for extra help among otherlteachers. Forty-

, five percent of the teachers indicated they Lb not have this resource

in reading, and approximately 55 percent that they do not have it
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C
for math, Nine percent reported that the resource is available in

reading but not used, and 12 percent that it-is available in math but

not used. Again, ajew teachers repOrtedusing additional teachers a

few times a year in reading and math help; and about 34 percent reported

this practice once-or twice a week in reading, and 25 percent once or

twice a week* in math.

In terms of the availability, of instructional machines, such as

audiovisuals', computer terminals, etc., for "Studenti' independent work,

approximately 35 percent of the teachers reported that they are not

available in either reading or math; another 10 percent reported that

suchtechnology, though available, is not used in either reading or

math. The remainder of the teacher reported that they use instruc-

tional technology to'varying degrees; for both reading and math, this

use ranges from once a yeir, to several times a' year, to once or twice

a month, to:a few times a week. Each of tese categories of use

accountsfor approximately 5 to 10 percent of the population for both

reading. and math.

Similar patterns of teachers' response, for reading and math,

emerged for such resource possibilities as working with other teachers

for planning and developing tests and other evaluation assignments, and

for the availability of specialists to whom students can be sent for

special work; however, in the case of'sPecfalists, many more teachers

report frequent use ofthii resource, for both reading and math, than is

the case in some of the other resources discussed above.

Most of the teachers reported that alternate published or.teacher-

made material's are available and quite frequently dsed for students'
r .

special needs.

102
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In terms of the three remaining resources' queried on the surVey--

having someone available to read and/or grade tests and other 'student-

assignments; quick, computerized scori-ng and analysi.sso tests; and

"item banks" to draw upon in Makilig_up_te.acher tests--a clear p re.

emerges; these resources are simply not available to the vast majority

of the respondents in either reading or math (the negative response

rate range from approximately 65 to 75 percent of the respondents).

District Assistance

The next item asked about the district pnqvision'of help to teachers '

ih matters related to student assessment. Approximately 300 teachers

tt>

responded to the questions associated with this item.

In terms of receiving help in the administration of required tests,

248 teachers (82%) indicated that such help is available; for 18 percent

of the teachers it is notavailab;le. Of the teachers receiving this kind

.

'of help,, most indicated that itis relevant.or very relevant to their

specific classroom' tasks.
4

Two hundred fifty-six of the teachers (84Wreceive assistance in

analysis and` explanation of test 'resultsi the remaining 16 percent do not.

Of those receiving this help, again most of them,hoted that it is relevant

to their classroom work.-
.

The picture reflecting teachers receiving assistance in alternative

ways (other than tests) to assess student achievement is,9j.te clear-cut;

50 percent of the sample receive this kind of assistance and the other 50

percent do not. Of-those receiving this help, most feel that it is

relevant to their, clasiroom resppnsibilities.

x.03

4.



'A similar picture emerged with respect to preparing students

for particulkinds of tests; a' little more than 50 percent of the

teachers do not receive this help, and a little less than 50 percent

do. Of those teachers who do, again they find it relevant.p ,
Almost 60 percent of th6 teachers report receiving assistance in

interpreting and using the results of differentkinds of tests; the

,reMaining40 percent do not. Again, most teachers who receive this

assistance find it useful.

97.

About half the respondents receive help in ways to tie their .teaching
/

content to that of required tests aft-half do not. Again, those receiAng

this assistance find it useful and relevant to their classroom work.

In terms of help in bonstructing or selecting good tests, the vast

majority (approximately 85%) do not receive this kind of assistance; of.

,

those who do, most find it relevant or very relevant to their class-.

room work. Similarly, most of the teachers (65%) do not receive training

in the use of assessment results to improve the instructional program,

but those who do find it relevant.

District Training/College Courses ,

Of.the 100 teachers responding to the next gem on the survey,

approximately 50 percent indicated that in the last two years they have

attended one to five hours of meetings on the topic of selecting or

constructing tests or establis fng district testing polictes. 'Another'

25 percent noted that they have attended six to ten hours of such

_ k
.

.
.

meeting's. Thesejata,tend t corroborate item di d immediatelythe tem scusse.
. ,,,.

,
,

above. That is; only 100 of our teachers, receive district training in
i

S'

constructing or selectinggood'tests, anda these,. training has amounted

ai 4
Or

t
A
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to only three or four hours for,50 percent of therecipients and may

hate dealt as much with testing policy as with test selecttpn/coNstruc-

tion. In terms of district inservice on other topics related to student -

assessment, most,of the 183 respondents to this item indicated such

inservice in the range of one to ten hours in the past two years.

. Sixty-six teachers reported taking coTlege courses in the laSt

two years that were devoted exclusively to student assessment. Of these

teachers, about 30 percent have taken two to five hpurs; 20 percent six

to ten hours; 10 percent 12 to 15 hours; 6 percent havetaken. 1,6 to 20 .

hours; 14 percent 30 to 35 hours; and 4 percent 35 to 40 hours. The

,,remaining 15 percent or so reported taking college courses on assessment

)

in.e)icess of 45 houts.

District Uses of Assessment Information

The next item on the survey asked a series of questions'about

school administration uses of assessment information vis-a-vis teachers'

instructional practices. Approximately 300 elementary teachers resionded

to this item. In terms of school administration review of test scores

with teachers for the purpose of identifying curriculum content areas
. - -

needing extra emphasis, 35 percent of the respondents indicated that

such practice is a regular occurrence and part of the school's routine

procedure, while another 25 percent' indicated that'it happens quite

frequently but not on a routine' or regular basis. For the remainder, it

hhppens rarely (28%) or.not at all (14%).

FOr.almost 30 percent of the teachets, a school administrator
4

observes the teachers, reviews his/her instructional plans, etc., on 4

regular/routine basis to make sure that students' needs as indicated by
44

test scores are.emphasized; forianother 25 percent this happens qiiite

105
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often but is not regular or routine. Of the remainder, -about half -

reported that such practice-happens rarely and half that it does nO

happen at all.

In terms of teachers being required to turn in the scores or

grades of tests or assignments that they routinely give, abou't 15 percent

of the respondents indicated this happens regularly and routinely; for.

- another 5 percent,his practice.goes,on.quite often but not.on a

routine batis. For about 1'5 percent this happens rarely, and for the

remaining 65 percent it does not happen at all.

The final question in this series asked teachers whether their

school evaluates their teaching on basis of 'students' test scores,

,and/or establishes test score goals for the students and the teacher'

to. meet. For the vast majority othe population (70%) this practice

is not followed. Of the remainder, about 17 percent indicated that it

happens rarely; about 6 percent each reported this practice as.either
4 .

regular and routine, or frequent but neither regular nor routine.

District Reporting.of Test Results

The last of the background questions asked teachers a series of

questions dealing with test turn-around time, usefulness of.te4

reporting-formats; and encouragfmenttol teach in the basic skills.

Of the 300-or soteachers,who respiinded, 133 (44%) indicated that

they receive test results from the distrkt soon enough that they can

use the results for instructional modification another 139 (46%). noted

that they :receive the results too slowly to- be of use ,in modifying

teaching; the remaining 10 percent indicated that the question does not

apply.

106 ,=
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In terms'of the district reporting test results in a way that
4

enables the teacher to use them, the vast majority (72%) indicated that,
O

I C

they receive results that are detailed and^in a useful(format (though

.-
perhaps they arrive too late for this potential to be realized, 'as

......
.

suggested immediately above). Another 21 percent answered that little

useful Wormation is provided in the way of reported test scores; the

remainder indicated that the question does not apply.
.41'

In connection with an assessment program and district encouragement

of teacher emphasis on the teaching of basic skills, g5 percent of the
,

respondents indi4ated that their, districts do follow this practice.

Teacher Attitude .Toward Tests andTest-Related Issues

Approximately 300 'elementary school teachers'responded to a series

,

of itemsprObing teacher attitudes.towardstots apd test-related issues.

Table 13 below illustrates the more prevalent trends emerging fromthese

items.

Table 13

Teacher Attitude Toward Tests andrTest-Related Issues
(N = 300)

item
Percentage of Teachers

in A reement

Testing motivates my students to study
ha"rder.

,

Commercial tests are usually of high
quality.

The content,(or skills) on most
. required tests is very similar to the

content (or skills.) that I teach.

The pressure that testing exerts on the
schodls has a generally beneficial
effect. -

Recent1S,:fI have been'spending more
'teaching time preparing my-students to
take required tests.

60

60

75

C

45

50

O
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Table 13
(continued), I.

Item

The tests developed in our district area
very good.

The. curriculum today demands more
Complex student thinking than in the-
past.

TeaChAcq should not be held accountable
for sTudents' scores on standardized.
achievement tests or tests of minimum
competency.

.

In Our schdol, students are more rigidly.

tracked than-theyweretwo or three years
ago.

Tests of minimum competency/proficiedcY/
functional literacy should be required of
all students for promotion at certain

. grade levels or for high school gradua--

Tests of minimum competency are frequent-
ly unfair:to particular students,

. As a result of minimum'competency tests
(and similar programs),- parents are

t, contacting schools about their children
more frequently or in greater numbers.

. Tests of minimum competency'have affected
(would affect).;the amount of time I can
spend,teaching subjects or skills that
the tests do not cover.

In our schO61, testi nip programs are
generally held to be much less important
than the social problems with which we
are concerded.

Basic tkillsteabhing (including rem edial
work) is now consuming a substantially

. increased proportion of our %hool's
educational )resoruoes. .

,,

The proportion of our school's resources
now allocated to basic skills teaching s

so great as to detract from the quality
of our total educational program. .

P

-101

Percentage of Teachers

108.

in A reement

60

70

70

55

ao

55

'55

60

40

90

20
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From the above patterns, it appe
4
rs that teachers see so me beneficial

effects aperuing from testing and terelated matters, and that the tests

they.speak about are frequently seefiljto be of generally.high quality and
1

4 4 t

.

match what they teach. Many of the3eachers see the impertanCe of
![

.
e

'

. .

minjmum
.

competency tests, althoughi
i

more than half of our respondents
1'.

have reservations about the fairnOs of such tests fortertain kinds of
,

'''students. ,Perhaps. as- a function of minimum competency tests, many

teachers report that their studertts are more rigidly tracked than was the .

case in the recent past, which might boncern the majority who believe

,

that today's curriculum is more complex and demanding ,upon the Otis:lent

than' was previously the case.

,Basie.skills teaching apl)ehrs to consume an increasing prdpdrtion of

school resources for the majority'of teachers, and affects the-amouhtof

time, for more than half of the sample', that they can devote to other'

subjects. More than half the teachers-state that their testing progntimi

are held to be more important than the social problems with which the,,

are concerned. However, the majority do not believe that the proportion

of school fesounces given over to basic_skills is so high that it, detracts.
1

A. from theiquality of the total educational prdgram.

Teacher Uses of Assessment Results

Table 14 following provides a summary of the elementary school

teachers' responses to a. series of questions on their use of various

kinds of information for_specific decisidn-making-purposes. ,These

.' decision areas were concerned_with the importance of different kinds of

information lot.: (1) planning teaching at the beginning of the school
.4%

year; ()_for initial grduping or placement of students for instruction;
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- Teacher Use of Assessment Information for Different Decision- Making Purposes
-(Percentages reporting use of this information for the specified pqrposel
/,

Changing a Student
from One Group orPlanning Teaching

at Beginning of InitiakiTupind 'Curriculum to
School Year of Students

Table 14

. .
.

. A'
Source/Kind ofinformatioh

f
Reading ' Math Readinq -' Math

. / ....

Previoui teacher's comments, reports, .61 ' .55 .62 56-

grades .!.

.:,

Students' Standordized-test scores 57 56 :° ,55 53
..

. ,

Students' scores on district continuum 53 '50 . 52 50

on ',minimum -competericy tests :.
.

My previbus teaching experience
. ,

Results of tests included with
curriculum being used

Results pf other special' placement /
tests

Results-of special tests developed,
or chosen by' my' school

Results of tests I make up

My own observatiops and students'
classroom work

I II

4
,

.

96 . , 95

p

77 . 69

, .

62 6'0

5

83 . 88

97 98

Another

'Reading Math'

54 52

/ 42

84 ,i1

54

81 85

99 100

r

°

Deciding on
Students' Report
Card Grades

Reading . Rath

ra

19
.

22 20'

72 73

. 38 , 39 .

93 95

,9q
98
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(3) for making decisions to change a student from ongynroup or curriculum

to another, or to provide remedial or accelerated instruction; and (4) for

making decisions on students' report card grades. The data appearing in

the table indicate the percent'age of teachers wherited a given

information source as crucial or imporfant. Response rates ranged frok"

I
260 to 30Q, approximately.

.

. ,,,,,

Several corfusions seem to be warranted, a t least tentatively, on )
. ,

the basis of these 'data. For,example, whether arespondent is describing',

asS3sment fnformatign use for reading or math, the relative weight

, .

.

.

teachers ascribe to a'sgiven kind of information remains fiirly constant

in the decision-maki4g,prOCess.

In terms of decisions about'planning for instruction, it ig c

that the individual teacher's previous classrobm experience is by far the

o

single most important kind of infOrmation. Students' scores on standard-

ized and other formal tests, however, appear to'be almost as important in

this decision as comments and other information about students offered

by their-previous teachers. This finding con rms conclusions drawn,

from previdus CSE work on test use. It issintere tang to note, however,

.that fOr a sizeable /lumber of teachers, a number that is sometimes,in

excess of 50 percent of the sample, studentg' scores on standardized and

other formal tests are important not only for initial placement decisions

(also found in prevtaus CSE data) but also for decisions about changing

a student from one group to another or one curriculum to another. That

is, fora sizeable number of elementary school teachers, formal test

scores assume importance nptonly at the beginning of the school. year

. (

but also during the school year. This conclusion does not rat counter

+Z.

112
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to previous CSE findings, because information is used in conjunction 114th
A

other kinds ordata in the teachers' decision-making--again a finding

supported in.previouS CSE data. Further, in terms of decisions about

initial placement, by far the most importapkt kind-of information is

teacher observitions,and students'-classroom work, followed by the results

of tests teacheri have made up themselves and the results of tests that

come with the curriculum they Use.

An almost identical pattern appears for decisions about grouping
4

.and/or instructional changes for a student and for decisions about

Students' report card grades, with the exception that for these last two

decisions, the weights teachers ascribe to student scores on standardized

and district continuum or competency tests fall off drastically.

As we have reported previously, teachers appear to rely on multiple

sources of inforMation for making their classroom decisions. The
...

use of "formal" tests is more dominant earl -y'in the school year, and

as the yea'advances and different kinds of decisions about individual

students, groups, and classes have to be made, teachers seem to switch

more to use of their own professional experiences, observations, students'

classroom work, the results -of teacher-made tests, and tests that come

with the curriculum inforMing their teaching.

One final observation should be made about these data on teacher

use of assessment information. The percentages shown in Table 14
-
above

reflect numbers of teachers for whom an information source is crucial or

important for a given kind of decision. The percentages not accounted

for in these data constitute numbersof teachers rating a given kind of

information. as slightly important or unimportant. In those cases where

percentages of teachers repol-ting an information source as importanp. lie

113
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in the 50 to 60'percenfrange, and therefore:40 to 50,perceni of the sample

are not accounted for, generally about another 25 percent of the teachers

find the information to be at least slightly important. Exceptions to this

pattern, of course, are students' scores on'standardized and district

continuum or competency tests in making decisions about students' grades,
1

'wherdranywhere between 35 to 50 percent of the teachers find these kinds

\of information as unimportant.

'

134

r-

t

1
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THE SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHER SAMPLE

Before presenting the preliminary findings on secondary teachers'

attitudes toward and uses of-assessment information, we will again offer some

rarievant background information on the characteristics of this population,

atWeii as on testing and test-related matters in their schools and districts.

Teachers' Professional Background

Table 15 below presents; for English and mathematics teachers, the number

of years they have been teaching, broken down into five-year segments.

Table 15:

Years of Teaching

Numberl of Years
Teachin'

Number of
Res ondents

English

Res

Mathematics
(N=124)

Percent
Number of

ondents

(N=117)

Percent-
1

1 - 5
,

17 13' 18 . 15

6 - 10 37:- 30 28 24
N. .,

11 - 15 35 27 40 33

,. _, 16 - 21) 17 _ 15 18 . 16_

21 ,- 25 1'2 10. 7 6

26 - 30
6..

5 3 3

31 1 1 3 .ee' 3

124 - 190 117 100

The next item on the survey asked teachers how long' they had been teaching

in-their districts. Table 16 below shows the response patterns to this item,

again in five -year periods.

115
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n 3

I

3 3

Number of
Years in Number-of' Number of

District . Ressondents Percent .Ressondents Percent

1 - 5- 39 32 3 30

"' 10 33 27 '25 21

Table U:

Number of Years Teaching in the Present District

English
(N=123)

loa

Mathematics
(N=117)

11 - 15 32, 27 34 29

16 - 20 14 il'
15 13 .

21 7 25 4 . 3
i"3

. ,

3

26-- 30 '1 0 1 1 1

-31 - 35 0 O. 3 3

,

123 100 117 100

.

-These percentages by years of service in the district are roughly the same

as those found for the elementary school teachers,-and indicate a similar

4

degree of stability among the tWb samples.

', -Responses to the question on the highest diploma or degree received by the

secondary teachers were as follows. Of the English teachers, 53 resoondents,(43ii
a

list a bachelors as highest degree received, 67 (54%) a masters, and three

teachers (2%1 haVe received a doctorate. The mathematics teachers report that

56 (48%) have a bacheldiAs as highest degree, 60 (51%) a masters, with one

math teacher haviiig obtaineca,doctorate.

,The year that the English and math teachers received their degrees is indica-

ted in Table 17 below.

"1.

A

\



Table 17 :-

Year Degree WaS Received

4' English
(N=124)

Number of
Years _Respondents Percent-

.

1940-45 3 3

1946-50 1 1

1951-55'
5

4

109 :.

Mathematics
-(N=115)

Number of
Respondents Percent

1956-60 8 7

1961-65 14 11

1966-70 26 .20

1971-75 '35 29

1976-81 32 26 :

124 100

1 1

3 3

1 1

.7, 7

17 15

25 21

30 25

31

115

28

100

These data are again similar to those provided'by the elementary-school.teachers;

.
the secondary teachers show almost identical patterns of "youthfulness" or

time-in-teaq4ing.
9

4

Ninety-six of the English teachers and 91 of the math teachers reported that
tia

they have received additional iredits beyond their, last degree% Both samples

show a median value.of-24,Wfth One,teacher in each population reporting 100

or more extra credits or units received.

Classroom Characteristics

Approximately 120 respondents each from t,I English teachers and the math

. ,

teachers answered a series of ques concerning their classroom characteristics.1 ..

IralAmong-these characteristics,were nu ers of grades in their class, the grade in

which teachers have the greatest numbers of,students, the average number of

students they presently have to their classrooms, their teaching responsibilities

IN-a



. in English and math, numbers of hours of instruction the provide in these

subjects, and thd range of curricular levels at which their studeffts are working.

For the English teachers, 56respondents (24%) indicated that they'teach

only one grade: 42 (34%) that they teach two grades; 34 (27%) that-they present-

ly teach three grades; and 18,(15 %) thatthey teach four grades. For the math

. A A:r...%
t. ^

110

teachers, 15 ,respondents (14%) indicated that they presently teach only one

grade; 27 (239 that they have two grades; 29 (25%)that they have three grades;

and 41 respondents (35%) that they teach four gracles. .The"modal" grades

taught by these teachers,*expressed as a function,of the grades in which they

teach the greatest number of students, appear in Table 18 be-low.

No of Teachers

Percent

Grade 9

.

Table 18:

"Modal" Grades Taught

Grade 10

4

44 4

Grade 11

English Math ,English Math English Math
.

nglish Math

2 0 116 113 4 2 . 1 0

2 0 94 97'. 3 2 -

v

i 0

". ..,

For the total. sample of secondary teachers, then, both English and bath, approx-

imately 95% cluster at the tenth grade,'the'iarget grade of-the national survey.

,

Table19. below shows the average numbers of students in the English and math
_ s

, 1
teachers' classrooms. Approximately 115 teacherS responded from each sample.

...

c
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.,.. _Table 19 :
. , .

Average Number of Students'in a assroom\

English Teachers Mathematics Teachers

111

A No. of Teachers
Number of With This
Students Sizeclass Percent

10 - 15 4 , . .4

16 20 13

'21 - 25 38 33

- 30 40 35

31 - 35 14 12

. 36 - 40 1

41 plus 2

No. of Teachers
With This

Size Class Percent

8 8

10 9

33 . 0 30

41 37

9

1
A

7

9

,1

, ,-,.4.-

'),.....
-

. *.

As was the case with the elementary teachers responding to the survey, it appears

that the "average" secondary teacher, 1/{ ether in English. or math, teaches a

class consisting of 26 to 30 students, that the vast majority, teach classes con-

sisting of 21 to 30 students; and-that an additional 10 percent or so teach

classes having.31 to 36 students.

In terms of the subjects they teach in their tenth grade classes, 123

English teachers (99%) and 116 .math teachers (99%) teach English or math only;

one respondent 'teaches both English and math in' the tenth grade. Most of the

English teachers and most of the math teachers report that students in each

of their classes receive four to six hours of instruction/clas6ork each

week in the subject area.

' t
In the matter.of the range of curricular levels fit which they must teach

in their subjects, different patterns appear for the English and math teachers.

For the English tea!hers, approximately 30 percent teach at only one level and

35 percent haie two levels; another 27 percent teach three different\levels.

11
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The remaintng,seven or eight percent have four or five levels. For the math

teachers, approximately 57 percent teach at only-one level, 23 percent at two

levels, and 15 percent at three levels; three-percent of the math teachers have
I

four different levels, and two percent reported having more thah five curricular

levels.

.-.,/

Use of Resources'

The secondary teachers' responses (N= approximately. 120 for each.sample)

to questions dealing with resource availability and use indicate that1ertain

kinds' of resources.are not available, to most tenth-grade teachers, whether they

teach English or math.. There are also some resources which apparently are

available to most tenth-grade teachers, again 'regardless of whether they teach

English or math. There are one or two resources which are available to around

half of the tenth -grade teachers regardless of-subject taught, and one or two .

resources for 'which patterns of availability appear to differ as a function of

subject taught.

One of the resource options queried on the survey dealt with the availability

of another adult under the teacher's supervision to help with small group or

individual student work. Approximately 80 percent of the English teachers and

85 percent of the math teachers report that this resource is not available; an

AN,
additional five percent for each sample report the resource is available but not

used. The 15 percent of the English tchers who do have and use this option

vary in degree of use from once or twice a year, once or twice a month, to once or

twice a week. Of the ten percent of the math teachers who do have and use this

option, most frequently cited levels of use are once or twice a year and once or

twice a week.

I
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Fqr about 70 to 75 percent of,both the English teachers and the math,teachers

responding, the resource option of dividing their students among lather...teachers

for extra help also appears tolbe unavailable. In both samples an additional

ten percent report that this option

/
is avall6le but not used. For those few

'

teadhers who report having and using the option,*degree of ruse varies from once. : ,

or twice a yeal4, to once or twice a month, to onceor twice a week.

Havinilpmeone to help the teacher with reading, Correcting, or grading
. a r

tile tests or other assignments they give .to students does not'appear to be

available to most tehthgrade
t
eachers. \Approximately 70'petcent of both the

English and math teachers report the option as unavailable,.and.wther five to

ten percept report the option is available but not used. Of the remaining 20
I,

percent or so who do have and use this resource, degree of use varies, but

highest levels of use reported -are once ortwice a week.

There are one or two resources, on the other hand, which do $pear to be

available to most tenth grade teachers. For instance, approximately 85 percent

each of the
k

English and the math teachers report that alternate published or

teacher-made curriculum materials are available to meet students' special needs.

Almost All ofthe English teachers use this resource, with almost half of them

reporting weekly use. Of themdth teachers, about 12 percent do not use this
°

option, and the remaining.70 percent or so report most frequently using the

option several times a year or at the weekly level.
0

4

,About 754percent of the English teachers and 80 percent of the math teachers

report that they havethe option of working with other teachers to pian.and

.develop tests or other assignments; about 10 percent of each sample report
.

that they do not make use of this resource. English teachers' most frequently

\'..
cited levels ()fuse are once or twice a year and about once a week. Math teachers'

most frequently cited degrees of use are, about the,same as those of the English.

121
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teachers, with the exceptto that more math than English teachers report use

of-this resource on a weekly level.

For about half of the teaches, in both subiect:areas,
0

computerized scoring ghd analysis of tests is reported as being available. .

But about 20 rcent of the Engliih teachers and 15 percent of the math

* .

teachers repor that.they do not use this option. Of the teachers who do use

the Option, mos English and math teachers report degree of use at a few times

,a year; about fig g percent of each sample report using the resource once or
4

twice a month, and a few teachers report use at once a week.'

The numbers of teachers for whom "item banks" of test questions art avail-

able which they can draW upon for making up their own items are roughly similar.

Jtethe nUmns reporting for quick scoring of tests. This resource is available

for about halfof-the mathteachers and for almost half (46%) of the English

teachers. About seven percent of each.samplle'report they do not make use of

this resource.' Degree of use varies across both populations from once or twice

a, year, to once or twice a month, to once-or twice a week.

he availability of the two remaining resource options queried in the survey

appears to fluctuate somewhat more than those reported above in tern,of the

subject taught. For example, while only about 40 percent of the math teachers

report that there are specialists outside their classroom to whom they can send

students for speciql help, thts.cption was reported as available by.about 65,per-,

. .

cent of the English teachers. 'About 10 percent of each populaton report they

do not make use of this option; for those who do, degree of use varies from

. once or twice a year -- the most.frequeht response -- to once or twice a month

and ace or twicela week.
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,The availability of instructional machines, such as audiovisual equipment'

and computer terminals for students'' independent work, also varies by subject

taught. However, for this rgsource, it is only aitttable for about half of the

math teachers, while for the English teachers it is reported as available"by

about 65 percent-of the sample. About 15.percent of the math teachers report

they do not use this option, while less than 10 percent of the Engligh teachers

report they do not use it. For the math teachers, most frequently cited degrees

ah-; of use are once or twice a year and once a twice a week; for the English teachers,

the most frequently cited degrees of use are once or twice a year,'once or twice

a month,.and once or twice a week.

District Assistance

The next part of the survey asked the secondary teachers a series'of queltions

about the kinds of assistanCe..their districts` provide in matters related to

4

01,

student assessment. Some . ;clear patterns emerge-from the responses of the approx-

."'"'",
imately 120 English and 120 math teachers who responded.

.

4
When Welook, at the responses of all the secondary teachers responding, in :

only,one area of 'district assistance in assessment do the majority of teachers

in both samplesindicate receiving help; that help is in the matter of the district -

providing analys.isInd explanation of state, district, or school taRtsresuits.
1r

For this item, 71 percent of the English teachers and 57 percent of the math

teachers responded thit this kind of help is provided. Of the 71 percent of the

English teachers who indicated that they do recbive this help,53 percent noted-

that it.i relevant or very relevant to theirSpeciffc classroom tasks; 15 percent,

that it is slightly relevant; and only three percent that the help. is not relevant.

Of the, 57 percent of the math (teachers - receiving this.kind of heittnihout 401,

,

percent indicated that it .is .relevant or very relevant to their classroom work;
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15 percent that it is at.least slightly relevant; and one teacher that the

help is not relevant.

District provision of assistance to teachers also seems to occur for the

administration of tests required by state, district, and/or school, but more so

for English than math teachers. Sixty-three percent of the. English teachers

indicated that such help is available to them, but or" 42 percent of the math

teachers noted that it is available. Of the English teachers, about 47percent

responded that the help is relevant or very relevant to-their classroom work;

about 13 percent that it iS"slightly relevant and two percent that it is not

relevant. Of the 42 percent of the %ath teachers who do receive this district
.

help, about 27 percent responded thatit is relevant or very relgvanti the remain-

ing 15 percent are almost equally divided between slightly relevant and not

The two areas above are the only ones for which districts consistently

make an effort, at least atperceived by the teachers, to provide 'assistance

in matters-related to stu'd'ent assessment. For the remaining six items

querying.district assistabce the pattern is clear; most teachers, oin both

and-math,. report that the assistance simply is ,not available.

For example, when asked if their districts provide help in selecting or

constrydting good tests, 80 percent of the English teachers and 85 percent of

the math teachers reported that their 'districts. do not. For those English and

'math teachers who do receive this assistance,most reported that it is relevant

\,,ror very relevant to them; only about three percent of each sample indicated

that -it is only slightly relevant.

Inthearea of.district help in alternate ways (other than tests) that

teachers can use to assess student achievement,'68 'percent of the English

teachers and 78 percent of the mathteathers reported that it is not available.
-.As

a

ti94
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Again, of those teachers receiving^this help, most indicated that it is relevant

or'very relevant, and about six or seven percent that it is only slightly

. relevant.
,

About 65 percent of the English teachers and 70 percent of the math teachers

do not receive district assistance on materials that can be used to prepare

students for particular skills to improve test2-taking 'abilities. But of those

teachers who do receive this help, most find it relevant-or very relevant; about

eight t9.10 percent of them find it slightly relevant.'

. Almost 65 percent of the English teachers and abOut 70 percent 9f the math

teachers indicated that there is no district assistance in teacher interpretation

and use of different types, of tests and their applications. But once again, most

teachers who do receive this assistance note that it is relevant.or very relevant

to their Classroom work; a :Few indicate that itis at least slightly relevant.

In the matter of tying what they teach to the kinds of skills or content

covera on/required tests, 60 percent of the English teachers and somewhat more

than 70 percent of the math teachers do not receive this kind of help from their

'distrtcts. Again, those who do,find it mostly relevant or very revelant, with

'a few finding at least slightly relevant.

Finally, 75 percent of the English teachers and almost 85 percent of the

math teachers reportedt there is n9 disttict training to.hlp teachers use the
.

result's of tests to improve their Instructional program's. Of the teachers who

'doreceive this training, most find it relevant-or very releVant to their class-

room work,Nith a few teachers rating it only as slightly relevant.

With'the exception of some district assistance.in test administration and

test analysis or interpretation, then, the secondary teachers indicate that most

of them do not receive the kihds-of assistance asked about in the survey; on the

otherhapd, the teachers who do receive assistancein matters related to 'student.
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assessment, by and large, appear to find it to have specific relevanc

to their classroom work.

District Training/College Courses

Only 58 of the English teachers and 46 of the math teachers indicate

that they have attended district meetings on test selection/construction

and/or district testing policies'in the past two years. Based on the

smaller numbers of teachers responding in the affirmative to a related item
.0

in the preceding series, we might suspect that these meetings were more

concernedwith policy than with test selectionkonstruction. .At any rate,

of the English teachers attending such meetings, about 40 percent of them

indicated that they have attended one to, five hours of such eetings; about

another 35 percent that they have attended six to 10 hours of these meetings.

Of the math teachers responding in the affirmative, about 50 percent have

attended one to five hours of such meetings; about another 25 percent have

attended six to. ten hours of such meetings.

In terms of district inservice on other topics related to student

assessment, 63 English teachers and 45 math teachers responded that they

have received'such inservice. Of the English teachers a little more than

65 percent of theth'in4icated such inservice in the range of one to five

hours in, the past two yeers. Of the math teachers, about 65 percent of 4p4m

noted that their inservice in the last two years amounts to pne to five hours;

for another 30 percent. this inservice amounts to-six tq 10 hours.'

Twenty-eight English teachers and 1O math teachers reported that they

have taken college courses in the last two years that were devoted exclusive-

ly to student assessment. For 54 percent of the English teachers, the

(courses they have iakeh amount to one to five hours; one .or two teacher

indicate college courses in each of the five-hour intervals between six and

60. Similar patterns hold for the math teachers responding to this item.
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District Uses of Assessment Information

The secondary teachers in the sample responded next to four questions

it

dealing with school-administration uses of a
w
ssessm nt information in

:relation to teachers' instructional practices. A in, a little more than

120 English teacher4oand just under 120 math teachers responded.to these

questions.

For the first qtAstion, dealing with sc ool administration review

of test scores with teachers to identify skills or content areas in need

of additional emphasis, only,pboUt eight percent of the English teachers

and 10 percent of the math teachers indicated that this kind of practice

happens regularly as part of the school's routine procedures. For about

25 percent of the English teachers but only for about 10 percent of the

math teachers this practice happens quite often but not on a regular or

routine basis. For a little more than 40 percent of the English teachers

and just under 40 percent of the math teachers this happens rarely and on

no regular basis. Finally, for about 25 percent of English teachers

and about 38 percent of the math teachers it does not happen at all.

The next question dealt with school administration observation of

teaching, reviewing teachers' lesson plans, and/or requiring teachers to

write reports to ensure that students' special nedds, as, shown by-test

scores, are emphasized. For about 25 percentj of the English teachers

and about 18 percent of the math teachers thii practice is regular and

pa of the school's routine procedure'rt procedures. For approximately 15 percent of

both teacher samples the practice happens quite often but not on a regular-

or routine basis. For just over 30 percent, again for both teacher samples,

/27

At
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the practice is rare and on no regular basis. The practice does not

happen at all for 30 percent of the English teachers and about 37 percent

of the math teachers: -5

Being required to turn in the scores/grades of tests or assignments

that they routinely give in class appears to be a regular and routine

procedure for aboyt seven percent of the English teachers and five percent

of the math teachers; these approximate percentages hold for quite frequent

.

occurrence which is neither routine nor regular, and felt rare occurrence

on no regular basis. In each case, the percentages are slightly higher

.
,

for the English teachers. The practice does not happen at all for about

73 percent of the Endh teachers and almost 80 percent of the math

,teachers.

The last question in this.series asked the teachers if their school

administration evaluates their teaching on the basis of student test scores

Iand/or.establishes specific test-score g ades for the students and the teacher

to meet. This practice is regular and routine for only one percent of the

English teachers and about-three percent of the math teachers. It happens

quite often but not on a regular or routine basis for,about seven percent of

the English teachers and three percent of the math teachers. It happens rarely

and on no regular basis for seven or eight percent of*each teacher sample, and

does not happen at all for the approximately 85 per.ent rinaining "for each sample.

District Reporting of Test Results

The final background question in,the survey asked questions on test

turn-around time, the usefulness of test reporting formats, and whether

the districts encourue teachers to emphasize the basic skills. Response

rates were again around 120 for each teacher sample,.

. ApproxiMately 32 tinifsh teachers (26%) and 28 math teachers (24W,

128
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indicated that their district returns test results quickly enough that

teachers .can use them for modifying their instruction. About 43 English

teachers (36%) and 32 math teacifers (28%) noted that the results are

returned too slowly for the teacher to use thew% modifying teaching.

Ten or 11 teachers (9%) in each sample responded that the district does

not return their studenti' test results, and about 35 English teachers

(30%) and 45-math teachers (39%) indicated that the question does not

apply.

In response to whether the district reports back students' test

results in a way that facilitates teachers' use of the information, 56

English teachers (46%) and 40 math teachers (35%) indicated that detailed

results are provided in a useful format. This finding appears to be a

little at odds with some of the responses to the items immediately above.

It may be that while some teachers receive results too late to.modify

instruction, they do make other uses of the information. About 31 English

tea-chers, (25%) and 28 math teachers (24%) responded that the district praides

little useful information in the way of test results, and 35 English teachers'

(29%) and 47 math teachers (41%) that the question d's not apply.

The last question inthis series asked whether the district has encouraged

teachers, in connection with an assessment program, to emphasize the teaching

of basic skills. About 107 English teachers (88%) indicated tOaiNtheir

' districts do folloWthis practice; while the remaining 12% that their districts

do not. For the math teachers approximately the same, percentages hold. ,

Teacher Attitude Toward Testing and Test-Related Issues

A number of items on'the survey probed teachers' attitudes toward testing
01PNW

,and test-related matters. English teachers' response rates to these items

ran from 103 to 122;lor the math teachers, response rates were from 97 to 115.
a

Table20.belovi shows the percentages of English teachers and math teachers who

strongly eed or agreed with a series of statements on the topic of concern.

129
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Table 20:

Teacher Attitude Toward Testing and"Test-Related Issues

Percentage of Teachers
. In Agreement

Iteh,.. En lish Math

Testing motivates my students, to t'ludy

harder.

Commercial tests are usually of hig4
quality.

r.

The content (or skills) on most required
tests is very similar to the content
(or skills) that I teach.

The pressure that testing exerts on'the
schools has a generally herieficiAl effect.

Recently, I,have been spending more
teaching'time preparing my students to
take required tests.

The tests developed ip our district are
very good.

The curriculum today demands more
complex student thinking,than in the
past.

Teachers should not be held accountable
for students' scores on standardized
achievement tests or tests of minimum
competency. .

In our school, students are more rigidly
tracked than they were two or three

..NomPs ago.

Tests of mininitm competency/proficiency/
functional literacy should be required of
all students for promotion at certain
graddlevels or for high school graduation.

-Tests of minimum competency.are frequently
unfair to particular students.

As 'alAsult of minimum competency tests
(and similar programs), parents are contpct-
ing schools About their children more
frequently or in greater.nuMbers.

1 0

82

4

47

72

59

44

59 57

66 ,51

60 67

40 31

90 92

49 30

39 40'

92

43

76

72

34

a

.
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Table 20:

(continued) --

Tests of minimum competency have affec ed
(would affect) the amount of time I c

_

1

spendteaching subjects or skills tha
the tests do'not cover..

In ourschool, testing progfams ar
generally held to be much less important
thaiithesocial problems with which'we ---
are concerned.

Basic skills teaching (- including remedial
work) is now consuming a substantially
increased proportion of our school's
educational resources.

The proportion of school's resources now
allocated to basic skills teaching is
so great as to detract from the quality
of our total educational program. ,

12.3

Percentage of Teachers
fn Agreement

Eglish Math

65 a 42

33 44

85 78

33 as

L.

fl

. A.

Some fairly clear trends, emerge from these data. On the one hand,
1

1 . .

the vast majority0Ofsecondary teachers from both samples state 'agreement'

with the use of minimum competency tests for promotion,or graduation.

On the other hand, while.most math teachers do not believe that these

tests are unfair to certain kinds of students, about 30 p rcent of them

do, and about 50 percent of the Englishteachers4Ould'ag ee.

The great majority of. both samples agree that testint imotivtes-
1

their'students to study harder, -yet about 60 percent of t e English

teacherAnd 70 percent of the. math teachers feel that te chers should
A

not be held accountable for students' scores on standardized. or minimum

competency tests. On the other hand, sTfable numbers of teachers in

131
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both samples disagree, and believe that teachers should be held account-

able for student performance on these tests. A

At the crux of this issue,: perhaps, is the kind' of test used, its

purpose, and its origin. For example, the majority of both sampl'iS

appear dubious about the quality of Cbththercia tests.; greater numbers of

teachers in both samples appearrather more comfortable with the tests

0 developed in their own districts. Perhaps teachers acceptleing held

accountable for students' scores on locally developed and locally

"nonmed" tests. This supposition might be borne'out by the high levels

of teacher agreement that the content or, skills on most required tests

is similar to the content they teach, especially-should these required

tests be locally developed and driven by the local curriculum or Cale

with the curriculum accepted enthused by the teachers. .

The great majority of both.samples agree that basic skills teaching
040

is noW consuming an increasing proportion of thefr schools' educational

resources, yet do'not appear to b elieve that.this allocation is so great

as to detract from the quality of their schools' total education program.
"a

a '

On the other hand, while teachers seem to supportthe need to teach in

e the basic skills, some of then are more reserved about the curricular

,

effect of minimum competency test ing. For, example, most English teachers
o.

agree that tests of minimum competency affect the' mount of time they can

spend teaching content/skills tha t these tests do not cover; this may

suggest overemphasis of readi comprehension testing to the detriment of

other skills held impootant y English teachers. On .the' other hand,

almost 60_percent,of the mat1i achert do not agree that tests of minimum

competency affect the amount of time they can spen&teaching:Content/skills

not covered by the tests. Perhaps math teachers take a different view of
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(subject breadth versus basis skills; perhaps they find a better fit

between required tests and content taught.

A somewhat varied picture of tests and testing seems to exist,

starting with the majority agreement that testing programs are generally

held to be more important thakthe social programs teachers are concerned

with. Yet the majority of both samples agree thatotesting has. a -general-

ly beneficial effect; they also agree that their schools are nut spending
JIE

increasing instructional time to prepare students to take required tests,

and that their students are not becoming more rigidly tracked. Given

the finding that most secondary teachers believe that the curriculum today

demands more complex student thinking than in the past, teacher perception

about tracking is important. Rigid tracking, especially if done on the

basis of tests not seen as accurate by teachers, mitt be.seen as affecting

their potential to stimulate students.

Teacher Uses'of Assessment Results

The secondary teachers responded to a set of questions on how they

use various kinds of information in their decision making about students..

The decision concerns they responded to were the same as those queried in

the elementary sample -- (1) planning teaching at the start of the school

year; (2) initial grouping-or placement of students; (3) changing a student

from one group or curriculum to another; and (.4) assigning students' report

card grades. The data in the table following indicate the percentage of

teachers who rated a given information source as crucial or important for

the decision purpose. Numbers in parenthesis reflect percentages of

teachers reporting that the assessment information is not available.

Response rates continue to be in the range of 115 fo 1-O for, each sample.
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Table 21:
4

Teacher Use of Assessment Ifformation for Different DecisiOn-Makimg Purposes
(Percentages reporting use of this informat n for pg specified purpose)

Changing a Student
.,, from One Group

Initial Grouping or Curriculum
to Another

Source/Kind of Information
-

Previous teagherrs Comments,
reports, grades

Students' standardiied test scores

Students' scores on district continuum
or minimum competency tests

My previous teaching experience

Results of tests'included with
curriculum being used

Results of other special placement
tests

Results of special tests developed or
chosen by my school

Results of tests make up

My own observations and students; ,

*classroom work
A

12.4

.Planning Teaching .Deciding on

at Beginning of Students' Report
School Year

.
of

.
Students Card Grades

. .

Eng141p1 Math English Math English Math English, Math

51

(2)

50

(19)

98
IN=

32 -29 38 1 gL 38

(8) (9) (8) '' (9).

25 53 29 65 40 15*

(3) (3) (10) C1) (11) (14)

27 ' 46
//

36 52 40 9

(18) (20) . (23) (19) (23) (27)

96

41

(29)

42

(26)

87
WM IN

97
.0.. 4

72

(9)

85

411.

OIL OD la WV

53 32 32

(23) (39) ' (25)

emo

7*

(22)

3*,
(27)

34 . -58 40 45 30

(36) (13) (25) (17) (26)

28.

(34)

26

(33)

92 ' 92 100 ." 98

(3)

99 96 99 97

WI OD

*These ratings'arefdro"important" OhlyIthey do not reflect any "crucial" ratings.
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As was the case withfflie elementaryschool teachers,,indikidual

eachers' previous experience is by far the most important source of

information for most.teachers as they plan instruction at the begiiming

of the school year. For the English teachers; students' scores on stand--

ardized tests and their scores on district continua or tests of minimum

competency are held as important by about half of the sample, followed

by previous teachers' comments with ut 30 peftErit. In addition, for

teachers' comments and standardized and 'strict continua/minimum compe-

tency tests, another 20to'30 percent of the English teachers find them

to be slightly important in this decision area. Note that for students'

scores on district continua/minimum competency tests, almost 20 percent of

the English teachers report this kind of assessment information is not

available to them.

These patterns.are of the same order as those obtaining for the

math teachers, with the excepyn that only about 25 percent of these

raters find standardized and disIrict continua/minimum competency test
r

scores to be crucial or important. For'teacher comments, another 40

percent of the math teachers find them to be slightly important. 'Again,

a sizable number of'math teachers (18%) indicate that district continua/

minimum competency test data are not available to them.

lot
In*making their decisions about initial grouping or placement of

students, teachers'-own observations and the results of tests they make

up themselves are deemed most important by most ''of the English and math

teachers. Previous.teachers' comments are the same for both populations

with alma Wpercent,,finding them crucial or important, and another

25 percent finding them to be slightly important.

Again, as was the case with the elementary teachers, note that

student scores On'"formal" tests continue to have importance for some
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-teachers as they make their initial grouping decisions; this trendois

somewhat more pronounced for the. English teachers, especially in the .

case of standardized test scores. These more formal measures, further,

are slightly' important for anywhere from 35 to 130 percent of the

teachers depending on the particular source of information. Note Once

-again that for a sizable number of teachers, certain kinds of test , .

information are reported as not being available: 10 percent of the math

teachers make this statement for standardized testis; about 20 percent

each for English and math report there are no scenes on district' continua/

minimum competency.tests1 depending on the particular measure being cited,

anywhere from 25 to 35'Percent of the teachers state there is no fnforme-

tion available from tests that are part of their curricula or frcwother

. special pladement tests.' While non-availability of some-ofthese measures

(e.dt, standardized tests, curriculum tests) is not too surprising early

in the year when initial. grouping decisions are,being made,'the unavaila-

bility of other speCial placements test's for a fair number of teachers

- ipay be noteworthy.

The picture with rega to teachers' decisions about changing a.ttudent,
_ - ____ 0 - .

from one group-or curriculum o another lOoki quite balanced. 'Once again;

teacher observations and f.esults heir own tests are the most important
...

sources-4)f information for, most teachers. It note that bdth samples
. ,

demonstrate that there is still some reported importance for standardized

f-
_tests in this decision area.. Particularly for the English teachers; . .

. ,
.

* standardized tests, albeit .in conjunction with other kinds of assessment
/ ,"

- infOrmation, are still important in decisions-being made once the school
A ,

year is wen underway. Similar patterni hold.for'dis6ict continua /minimum,

T.
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competency tests, tests that are part Of curricular materials, and

results of special tests creceloped o1 chosen the school. And-again,

, . a fair,lumbetl of teachers also report these devices'to be slightly

important in thefr decision making..

While some of the findings reflecting the'unavailability of certain

kinds of assessment information early in the school year are. not surpris-
;

ins, it is a little more surprising that so many teachers report their

non-availability once theesaool year is underway and decisions about

instructional and 'classroom management modifications are being made: in

this regard, about 10 percent of the math teachers report that no stan-

dardized test data are available; roughly 20 percent of each sample
7

rep rf that -information from district continua or minimum competency

tests :is not available to thp,m; alMost 15 percent of the English teachers

and 25 percent of the. math teachers report non-availability-of information
o

from curriculuM tests; almost one.quarter of the English teachers and

about 40 percent of the math teachers report the same for special tests

developed or chosen by the school.

(1%
With regard-to making decisions about students' report card grades,

1

1

results of their own tests and other observations Of students remain of

greatest importance for most-teachers. Results of curriculum tests ."

appear next in order of importance as reflected by percentages of teachers,.

followed by results of tests developed or chosen by their school.

eN dthat the indices of non availability, information from a given .

. .

measure remain fairly constant between* decisisos involying student changes

and decisions about their,report,card'grades. ThAI is, where information
i ,'

Is reported.As unavailable. for teacher decisions during theAchool year.-
. -. .,
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orisemester,it also appears to be equally unavailable at,or near the end

of the year/semester. Perhaps for some teachers these measures simply

do not exist; for others it may be that the results of certain measures

are not MAde aVailable to teachers when they are needed fora given
/ -

decision; perhaps for some tests the results are administered and filed

centrally and are never provided to teachers. The latter two cases

might be distinct possibilities based on teachers' responses earlier in

this section on the manner in which test results are returned to them.

O

SV

1

rf
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